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Selected As A Best All Round Kent, Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, April 12, 1971

In Our 92nd Year

Three Murray Girls
Elected By Sorority

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

-

Vol. LXXXXII No. 86

Kirksey Youth He,Id
On Charge of Murder

Three Murray coeds have been
elected officers of Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority at Murray
State University.
They are Kay Beaman, viceLassiter,
president; Pam
treasurer; and Mary Hopson,
Blue Jay building a nest in the
corresponding secretary.
small Cedar.
Miss Beaman, a junior
elementary education major with
The golfer says "I'm eater to
a minor in home economics, is
make this shot. That's my
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
mother-in-law on the clubhouse
Samuel H. Beaman of Route 4.
porch." Says his friend "Don't be
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Two vehicles were involved in a
silly; that's over 200 yards. You
James D. Lassiter of Route 4,
collision Saturday at five p.m. on
can't hit her from here "
Miss Lassiter is a junior
North 12th Street, according to
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
being held
majoring in English and Speech.
the report filed by the Murray A Kirksey Youth is
The joys of Spring were evident
said this morning that he
Steele
County jail at
Also a junior elementary
Police Department. No injuries in the Graves
yesterday and even the most
received a call at about 11:00
James Alan Adams
Rebecca Ann Fenton
murder
of
charge
a
on
Mayfield
education major, Miss Hopson is The annual spring broom and were listed on the report.
stubborn bud could not resist the
p.m., Sunday from Brame's
the daughter of Maurine J. mop sale of the Murray Lions Vehicles involved were a 1964 in the stabbing death of a Carlisle father, James Brame, who asked
warm blandishments of the April
on a Graves
Hopson of West Main.
Club has been scheduled for Plymouth Fury driven by Rex L. County woman
to the Brame home
sun. Even the Oak buds greened
road near Mayfield late him to come
Tuesday night, April 27th ac- Fuller of Eliottville, N.Y., and a County
up and are swelling rapidly.
"as quick as possible."
night.
Sunday
cording to an announcement by 1960 Ford pickup driven by
said that the
of multiple stab wounds Sheriff Steele
co-chairman Finis Griffith and Robert Marvin Boyle of 205 North Dead
his son
26, elder Brame told him that
Durbin,
Joyce
is
chest
the
in
John Thompson.
12th Street, Murray.
Walking around the yard was a
knew where there was a body.
in
Farm
Fancy
near
lives
who
-Everything from wisk brooms Police said both vehicles were
Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011 two members of the graduating
pure joy as we found various and
The Sheriff, along with Deputy
County.
to warehouse type brooms in- going north on North 12th Street. Carlisle
sundry things putting out, has instituted a scholarship classes of anis high schools who
Maurice Wilson, Brame, his
Danny
is
murder
with
Charged
cluding mops will be sold by the Boyle told the police he was in the
blooming and what have you. The program for the benefit of have demonstrated meritorious
father, and his brother, Randy,
near
lives
who
18,
Brame,
Alan
A break in occurred at 100 Lions of the local club from center lane with his signal on to
Red Bud has buds all over it, the children of members of the scholastic achievement and
then went to Graves County
Lassiter-McKinney Datsun on U. door to door," a spokesman siad. turn left and was in the process of the Backusburg community in where they met with Graves
Bald Cypress is studded with tiny Lodge. Annually, two $200.00 worthiness in other areas.
Calloway County.
scholarships will be awarded to
According to an announcement S. Highway 641 South on Friday According to club President turning left into his driveway.
Davis.
(Continued on Page Ten)
The body of the victim was County Sheriff, Vernon
by Paul Grogan, Governor of night, according to the report Lester Nanny, the Lions will Fuller told police he was passing
yards
100
about
ditch
a
in
found
Murray Moose Lodge,this year's made to the Murray Police collect old eyeglasses during the Boyle in the extreme left lane"and
Brame then led the group to the
near the Ingersollthe vehicles collided in front of from a road
winners of the scholarships are Department on Saturday at 8:45 sale.
body of the girl who was foundi
two
about
site
construction
Rand
The Murray, Club has been 205 North 12th Street, according
Miss Rebecca Ann Fenton and a.M.
lying in a ditch about 200 yards
miles south of Mayfield.
Stolen from the business were a very active in sight conservation to the police report.
James Alan Adams.
off the road.
Miss Fenton plans to'further Craftsman two drawer grey tool having helped build the state Damage to the Fuller car was Graves County coroner, Wilson
Brame will appear in a hearing
her education at Murray State box with tools owned by Gary research center in Louisville, on the right side and to the Boyle Taylor, said the victim died of in the court of Graves County
McCoil, a large red tool box with each year providing eyeglass's truck on the left front end and left multiple stab wounds in and Judge Dick Castleman. The date
deanship. University and will study in the
Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell has being elevated to the
mass com- tools with the name, Bernard for school children in need, and side.
and
art
of
fields
around her heart. "The body was of the hearing has not yet been
been
has
also
been removed as Dean of the Dr. Harrell
on them, and a buffer this springs hope to again conset.
fully clothed," Wilson said.
the munications. She is presently a Stan,
of
director
as
replaced
Murray State Graduate School
senior at Murray High School. owned by Lassiter-McKinney, duct a glaucoma clinic," the
Extension
State
Murray
and as of July 1, he will be
to the police report. spokesman added.
to She is the daughter of Mr. and according
professor in the History Department and according
Entry was gained through a Proceeds from the sale will be
13th
South
315
of
Fenton
Ed
Mrs.
budget records, the shifts will
Department.
window on the west end, ac- used in this area as well as other
$4,700 an- Street.
Recreation
Dr. Harrell, apparently at odds mean a pay cut of
Murray
The
James Alan Adams is a senior cording to the police.
civic projects of the club.
nually.
with University President Dr.
Department will sponsor a
Another theft reported to the
School
High
County
Calloway
at
Harrell
Dr.
Harry M. Sparks in a free-speech The action sending
basketball clinic on Saturday, Several persons, injured in lacerations of the right arm and
police on Saturday at eleven a.m.
department and plans to enter Murray State
controversy at the school, has back to the history
from
515
Hatcher
was
Auto
Sales,
April 17,from ten to eleven a.m., accidents, were treated at the ear.
in
major
and
University
recommendation of
confirmed he had been returned was taken on
conducted by Les Taylor and Bill emergency room of the MurrayHis parents are Mr. South 12th Street, Murray. Two
education.
Charles
Dr.
to
according
to teaching status, but declined to Sparks,
Mancini, both members of the Calloway County Hospital on
Mrs. Edward Ken Adams, spare tires and wheels were
Kenneth Stivers, age 37, Lee
Howard, a Mayfield physician and
comment further.
Murray State basketball team. Saturday and Sunday. Two of the Ann Stivers, age 12, and Martha
stolen from two new
reported
Murray.
2,
Route
Murray
the
of
member
a
is
who
He headed the history
Boys of all ages are urged to persons were admitted to the Stivers, age nine, all of
GMC pickups, the police report
Slate,. Board of Regents.
doperimaant.11wea 3roara
attend and are asked to
said
hospital, according to hospital Louisville, were treated Sunday
Mrs. Jerry Vance was elected
"Dr. Harrell somehow has
basketballs if they have them. officials.
SAME
NAME
afternoon after an automobile
the
Faxon
Mothers
(atwith
the
of
do
president
:somethuig to
Mark Pierce Graduates
James Futrell of the Benton Club for the coming school year For more information contact Sunday at 4:45 p.m. George accident. Kenneth had a bruise
torney William' Kunstler deal
Road, associated in the electrical at the regular meeting of the club Barry Polston at the Murray Williams, Cemetery Road on the forehead, Lee Ann,
and Dr. Sparks apparently felt he
From Recruit Training
Murray, was admitted after laceration of the left arm and
business, is not the James Futrell held on Wednesday at the school. Park 753-7640.
could not work any longer with
being injured in a car accident back pain, and Martha, front
Great Lakes-Navy Airman Dr. Harrell in the administrative Ronald Crouch, labor chair- fined for public drunkenness as Other officers elected were
complained of pain of the tooth broken.
Weather
in
listed
the
City
Dry
Court
He
report
on
and
Fair
'Apprece Mark S. Pierce,son of field.". Dr. Howard said.
Mrs. Odell Williams, viceman for the Bert Combs-Julian Friday.
sustained
and
right hip
Mr. and Mrs. Frelon Peirce of
Wicker,
Gary
Mrs.
president;
Eddie Williams of Paducah,
Carroll campaign in Calloway
Nationwide
Continues
Route 1, Kirksey, was graduated Kunstler had been scheduled County, has announced the
Untreasurer; Mrs. Randal
age 24, injured in an automobile
from recruit training at the with three others to appear in a following
derhill, secretary; Mrs. Fanellis By United Press international
comprecincts
accident, was treated for
Recruit Training Center, Great lectures series at Murray State. mitteemen for the CombsBirdsong corresponding Fair and dry weather contiabrasions of the left knee, left
ad- Carroll ticket.
Lakes, Ill.
university
the
but
secretary; Mrs. Ruth Strode, nued over most of the nation
... and had neck
side, and fo iead,
of
a
graduate
is
1970
He
ministration, objecting to an
publicity chairman.
today but a cold front from
Murray 1, Eddie Brandon,
Palm
Calloway County High School.
appearance by the controversial George Kinky; Murray 2, Keith
The president, Mrs. Janice northern Lake Michigan spread
Sunday at 8:10 p.m. Mrs.
civil rights attorney, canceled the Brandon; Murray 3, Herbert
Barnett, presided at the meeting into Iowa setting off showers
Herndon and her
Marilyn
,
entire series.
and plans were made for a and thunderstorms.
Dick, Phillip Saxon; Murray 4,
daughter, Gina, age 24s, were
It has been reported that Dr. Joe Bob Sims; Murray 5, Rupert
Fiddlers Contest to be held on
treated after being in an
Sunday skyr- The "Stop Lights" is one
Sparks said he made the decision Tynes; Murray 6,Prentice Dunn;
May Mrs. Jerry Vance read the Temperatures
entries scheduled to automobile accident. Gina had
20
than
more
Los
in
70s
high
the
to
new
ocketed
the
into
UnHarrell
Joyce
to shift
minutes and Mrs
Lynn Grove, Carroll M. Rogers;
appear in a Talent Show on April bruises of the right cheek, but
position because Harrell signed Hazel, Brooks Gibson, Gene
derhill gave the treasurer's Angeles, Calif., and an estimated half-million persons fled to 24, at seven p.m. at the Murray Mrs. Herndon had no apparent
report.
as a plantiff in a proposed suit Schrader: Concord. Gus Yar•
University Auditorium. injuries.
The devotion was given by the county beaches to seek relief. State
Thurston Furches of Murray, against the MSU board of brough; Providence, Benny
show
is being sponsored by William Wilson of 1621 Sunset
The
forced
were
lifeguards
County
second grade students, Mrs.
Maddox, Elmer Collins:" Alm°,
will serve as Calloway County regents.
70 rescues as Beta Sigma Phi, Gamma Drive, Murray, age ten, was
make
ftTed,
never
to
was
which
suit,
Redden,
Mrs.
The
and
Smith
Martha
farmers
of
group
a
Edd Holden, Gary Wicker;
Chairman of
Gamma Chapter of Murray. A treated for a small laceration of
teachers. The room count was swimmers braved rather chilly
for Bert Combs and Julian was to test the constitutionality of Dexter, Thomas Johnston;
wide yariety of performers of all the forehead and abrasions and
degrees.
prohibit
58
of
to
waters
Mrs.
decision
won by the third grade,
Coldwater, Bun H. Hughes;
Carroll. The announcement of the the board's
Will appear on the program. contusions of the right hand, left
ages
L
Barry
San
Antonio-Ali-num
Janice Stubblefield, teacher.
appointment was made today by anyone currentiy under in- Kirksey, J. D. Outland; Harris
In Chicago Sunday, a record
Proceeds after prizes and thigh and knee on Sunday afA
Mary
son
Mrs.
of
Corbin,
from
cakes
court.
a
bake
frdin
to
voted
The
club
dietment
Campaign
Grove, Glenn Rogers, Clayton
Combs-Carroll State
temperature of 83 was recorded expenses will be given to the ternoon. He was reported injured
809 N. 17th St., Murray, for the teachers in observance of
Creek, B. G. Thurmond; Faxon, Corbin,
Chairman Robert Matthews. speaking on campus.
at Midway Airport. Isolated Murray-Calloway County Council in a motorbike accident.
at
training
bask
completed
has
Teacher Appreciation Week.
Bob Parrish, Leonard Morris;
Furches will be joined by a group
thunderstorms occurred in wes- on Drug Education to help carry Mrs. Ruth Bell of Almo Route
SFB, Tex. He has
Refreshments were served by
Jackson, Teddy Beane, Calloway Lackland
Oklahoma and southeast- on the many drug education One was admitted to the hospital
of other men who will aid in the
been assigned to Sheppard Mrs. Odell Williams and Mrs tern
FIREMEN CALLED
Co., Charles Nanney.
campaign.
Mexico.
New
ern
programs throughout the county. Sunday at 3:40 p.m. after sufAFB, Tex., for training in the Wanda Jones.
In accepting the appointment, The Murray Fire Department
In the Northwest, occasional Tickets, at one dollar each, will fering lacerations of the left hand
Airman
field.
transportation
11) Steele &
FOUR CITED
Washington
in
Furches said, "There are many answered a cal1,
oe on sale at all downtown drug and right hand and wrist. She was
rain fell today
Four persons were cited by the Corbin, a graduate of Green
problems facing Kentucky far- Allbritten on South 3rd Street on
and some snow fell in western stores, the Hospital Pharmacy, reported bitten by a dog.
vale
(Ky.)
High
School.
al
trash
The
p.m.
on
Police
Department
1:55
at
Murray
mers during the coming years. I Saturday
1 Montana.
and from any member of Gamma Gregory Boggess of Dexter
Usher
think Bert Combs and Julian fire had caught some plastic pipe Saturday and Sunday. They were tended Murray State
temperatures were Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Rout -(ti, age ten, was treated
His
father,
William
sky.
Warm
building.
and
noise
the
unnecessary
by
for
two
fire
on
leadership
the
Carroll have
Corbin, resided in Soddy. Tenn
generally the rule for most of Phi or Drug Council member, for abrasions of the back and
two for public drunkenness.
ability to help the farmers face
Four new corporations have the nation with the exception of rickets will also be available at right leg at the emergency room
these problems. They have
over
at two p.m. Sunday. He was
the northern states wher( lw door.
records of performance and
Everyone is urged te buy a reported injured when he fell off
rined. in Murray
recent oweeks.
bteniw
30s.
the
in
were
readines
of
people
accomplishment for the
ticket to support the Drug Council of a pony.
B & R Building Supplies, Inc.,
this state and they can best
from 25 and attend the talent Show.
ranged
Temperatures
Murray Route 8 was formed with
provide the direction and the
Saturday at 10:50 a.m. Dan
44 at
Mont., to 74 at Saturday everung,
1,000 shares, no par. Robert at Butte,
solutions to our most pressing
Grimes of Route One, Puryear,
seven p.m.
Needles. Calif.
on
carry
to
others
and
Beach
problems."
Tenn., was treated for a cut on his
business of builders, contractors
right hand and lacerations to the
and building supplies.
third and fourth fingers on the
Ellis Popcorn 'Company, Inc.
left hand. He was reported in1100 Chestnut Street, 2,000 shares
jured by a lawn mower.
and
Ellis
K.
no par Herman
Mrs. Benny Myers and her
others to buy and sell popcorn.
daughter, Sabrina, age three, of
1303
Inc.,
Things,
N'
Internataual
Pants
Press
By United
Murray Route Five were treated
Chestnut Street, 1000 shares no
at the emergency room at 10:15
Dr.
par. Larry Dale McIntosh,
Partly cloudy and mild
a.m. Saturday after suffering
Donald Dowdy tiI. deal in
weather will prevail throughout
injuries in an automobile acfootwear
accessories,
lothings,
temhigh
Kentucky today with
cident Mrs. Myers had a
etc.
peratures in the 70s.
hematona of the left forehead and
Mobile Home Development
injury to the left knee and foot.
Murray Route Two.
Corporation,
EXTENDED FORECAST
Sabrina had lacerations of the
T.
Kenniry,
$100,000. Richard C.
right forehead and inner thigh on
G. Alexander for mobile homes
A chance of showers Tuesday
right leg.
W
N.
/
business
development
r"ending Tuesday Night except a,
rig!
ending east Wednesday followed
ATTEND FUNERAL
NFO MEETING
by fair through Thrusday
f'through Thursday
Iloctil people attending the
A meeting of the National
and
Wednesday
Cooler
The "Stop Lights", a group of cub scouts from Den 2 at Carter Funeral ot Emerson "Doc'
be
will
Organization
Farmers
Thursday with maximums
held Tuesday, April 13, at 7:30 School, under the direction of Mrs. Ken Thomas, Den Mother will Beauchamps in Russellville
dropping from the upper 60s and
p.m. at the tobacco strip shed, perform a pantomine number in the AArea Wide Talent Show Saturday included Congressman
mid 70s Tuesday to the 50s and
Frank
Mr
BoltHemp farm, located at Lynn for the Drug Council on April U. They are clockwise: Seth and Mrs Frank A. Stubblefield
from
Dr.
award
the
Byrn,
of
M.
Year"
)
James
(left
"Optometrist
Murray,
receives
the
Low temlow 60s Thursday
feignI
All interested-farmers are Wanier.hiantey Rushing.Craig Johnson, Brett Warner and Steve T. Sledd, Harry Sledd4 Charlit
Grove.
Annual
Optical
Company, at the Kentucky Optometric Association's 89th
peratures will fall from the 40s Hack. American
Thomas. Not pictured is Jeff Animomi
Lassiter. and John 'El Simpson
urged to be present
Dr. J. C.Schertzinger. oeensborn. incoming KOA president is in the renter
Tuesday to the 30s Thursda%

Vehicle Collision
Danny Brame Jailed In
Lions Broom Reported
Saturday
Sale Is Set
Graves County Stabbing
For April 27

NI oose Lodge Awards Two

Items Are Stolen
From LassiterMcKinney Datsun

Dr. Harrell Removed As
Dean Of Graduate School

Basketball Cliflic
Planned April 17

Persons, Injured In Accidents,
Are Treated At Local Hospital

Mrs. Jerry Vance
Elected President
Of The Faxon Club

'Stop Lights'
Featured On
Talent Show

Thurston Furches Is
Appointed Chairman
For Combs, Carroll

it

Id

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Committeemen
Are Announced
By Crouch
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGE*a TIMM

rn.s

John T. Ward. age 65, died yesterday at the Veterans Hospital
at Nashville, Tenn. Fie resided at 1636 Farmer Avenue.
Dr.C.C. Lowry was eiected prescient of the Murray Lions Club.
Bethel Richardsoo and James Dale Clooton are first and second
vice-presidents respectively
A forest fire burned over forty acres of woods and grassland on
April 10 across the farms of three county residents east of New
Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Buxton of Auburn, Ala., are the parents of a
baby boy, Scott Fredrick. Mrs. Buxton is the former Fredda
Shoemaker of Murray.

LEDO= II TIMMS FDA

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Lying lips are abomination to the Lord: but they that deal truly
are his delight —Proverbs 12:22.
God is truth and light; let our light shine with truth and goodness, to please our loving Father,and to bring us happiness.

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.

The problems of hosptial costs are too important
to remain in the hands of doctors and hospital
managers—ivory tower people not exactly noted for
their genius in cost accounting. It is the hospital
patient and his insurance underwriter who should
write the music; like the old-time cowboy who fired
his six-shooter at the feet of the gouging
storekeeper to make him dance in step, or else.
"Hospital — a place where private rooms have
been priced out of existence."

-Dictionary a Opinions

False ads
on drugs
• criticized
it; P
WASHINGTON
Food and Drug Conimisstoner Charles C Edwards
has called for a crackdown
,,an "atrocious:'...ialse advernonprescription
of
tising
drup instead of any government action to remove
many of them from the
- market

Edwards said he would
meet soon with Chairmen
Miles W. Kirkpatrick of the
Federal Trade Commission
(FTC), which enforces laws
against false advertising, to
co-ordinate act ion against
drug
advertising
claims
which lack scientific documentation
The amount of scientific efticacy information on
over-the-counter drugs is
practically zero. Edwards
said "If we took a hard
line
on
over-the-counter
drugs, we'd have to take
practically the whole bunch
off the market"

'Retired
to stud')
LEXINGTON, KY_(UPI): Dust Commander, winner of the MO Kentucky
Derby, has been retired to stad at the
Golden Chance Farm of is ranter, Robert
E. Lehmam, in Parts. Ky.
Dust Commander's retirement will announced today through the offices of the
thoroughbeed breeders of Kentucky
Dust Commander arrived at Golsen
Chance March 30 from Hot Springs Ark
where he was unpiaced in the Oakiawn
Handicap
Lehmann purchased the Bold Commander offspring for 16500 at Keeneland's
1901 fall yearling saies and he went on to
win U15.012, including 1127,800 for his
Derby victory
Dust Commander also won Keeneland s
Main Derby Prep. the Blue Grass Stakes,
as well as the city of Miami Beach Handicap at Tropical Park
Dust Commander the third foal of the
Windy City 11 rsare Dust Storm, was the
first Illinois-bred Kentucky Derby winner
-I plan to breed 20 of our mares to him
this season." Lehmann reported. ' but
:here will be some outside seasons evadable to film for $25110 live foal "
Lehmwm is considering syndication of
Dust Commander next season

W ..L
72 U

Pin Busters
Spares
Fm Pens
Ighting Four
Night Owls
Odd Balls
Reapers
Wet Siders
The Four "C"S
Alley Cats
Strikes
Rockets
L &M'S
MiP. D.'S
!Misfits

37 63
2772

33
41
42
43
44
44
47
52
54
56
58
59
63

HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
Red Birds
734
Reapers
733
Strikes
728

20 Years Ago Today
Roy Enoch, J. D. Grogan, ugene Colburn , Billy Moody,
Gerald Coles, Dwain McClard, L E. Edmonds, Lerence Arnold,
Benton Craing, Max Wetherford, Mason Billington, Jimmy
Haley,Swaim Parks, Jamrnes Harmon, Dan Shipley, Bobby Cles,
and Edward Palmer are pictured at the 4-H and FFA Hog Show
and Sale held at the Murray Livestock Company.
Mrs. Hansford Doron has been elected as president of the Lynn
Grove PTA.
The Red Cross swimming classes have been completed at the
Murray State College swimming pool.
The Kelly-Morris Circus will come to Murray on April 14 for a
one day showing at the Williams Show Grounds on the Lynn Grove
ffIghway-

TEAM
Red Birds

•

:.g..- ntggngmt.isist
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The Akaasac
By United Praia International
Today is Monday, April 12,
the 102nd day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Aries.
American statesman Henry
Clay was born April 12, 1777.
On this day in history:
In 1861 the Civil War began
Confederate
troops
when
opened fire on Fort Sumter,
S.C.
In 1945 President Franklin D.
Roosevelt
died
at
Warm
Springs, Ga. Roughly three
hours later Vice President
Harry Truman was sworn in as
chief executive.
In 1954 Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, referred to as the "father
of the atomic bomb," was
suspended by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission as a
possible security risk.
In 1961 Russia launched a
man into space. He became the
first human to orbit the earth
and return safely.

contaminant source must De
secured, Old air pollution sources
High TEAM Series HC)
must also obtain the operating Strikes
2.353
permit.
Sight Owls
2333
Sullivan said if the permit to Red Birds
2329
the KAPCC, told members of the operate is denied, fines of up to
By Marva Gay
High Ind. Game iSC)
American Institute of Industrial $1000 a day could be levied for
Special Writer
258.
Engineers at their recent each day the plant continues to Stan Hargrove
operate.
Delmer Brewer
224
FRANKFORT, Ky. — meeting in Lexington.
"Ilus, however, would be a last T. C. Hargrove
216
Engineers in the state could be Sullivan said before any new
resort since our primary purpose Mildred Hodge
210
air
contaminant
source
could
be
iirectly affected by the permit
is to ensure control of emission Frances Hargrove
205
system of the Kentucky Air built, a permit to construct must
sources, not close factories," he Patsy Neale
189
be
obtained
from
the
KAPCC.
Pollution Control Commission
added.
Before
a
new
plant
can
per(KAPCC), John W. Sullivan,
Sullivan said the KAPCC apHigh Ind. Game }ICI
chief of the engineering section of form, a permit to operate an air
proves a permit if emission Stan Hargrove
278
standards or ambient air stan- Gene Carson
248
dards are met. "In cases where Delmer Brewer
242
242
no standards exist, all practical Jim Hargrove
249
and reasonable measures for Frances Hargrove
280
of air pollution must hays Bettye Darnell
control
STATE GOVERNMENT'S
wEEK OF 1CTIVITY
Mildred Hodge
230
been taken."
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Permits may be conditional Kay Lax
with requirements for stack
By Gary G. Huddleston
sampling and maintenance of
/ •
told the
High Ind. SeirleatfiCt
SHARING—Immediately following Vice Presifitent Spiro records. Sullivan
645
Agnew's recent address at the Kentucky State Capital promoting engineers acceptance of the Delmer Brwer
Stan Hargrove
644
President Nixon's revenue sharing plan, Gov
e B. Nunn permit denotes astreement to the
Gene Carson
625
announced he plans to launch a statewide effort in the near future restrictions
636
Sullivan said engineers and the Prances Hargrove
to mobilize citizen support for the program.
612
public could be heard before a Linda Todd
601
permit is issued or denied. "An Mildred Hodge
COAL—Kentucky coal productiein reached a record Ist million individual, whether he be an
High Averages
tons last year with auger and strip mining showing the biggest applicant or a person adversely
166
Increase. The new total is 17 million tons more than in 1969, and is affected by the applicant's Don Alsobrook
184
only 15 million tons behind West Virginia's nation-leading operation, may request a hearing Jim Neale
183
on the application before the r. C. Hargrove
production total.
183
Lyman Dixon
KAPCC."
182
Sullivan said in permit Norman Chancey
179
CONSUMERS—The vice-ehairman of the Citizens Commission evaluations the commission Dan Jones
172
on Consumer Protection, Mack J. Morgan, told a meeting of the determines the following for each Mildred Hodge
170
Louisville Kiwanis Club that educating—not legislating—is the point of -emission within a Marilyn Parks
162
Patsy Neale
facility:
only effective way to protect the consumer.
154
Mary Smith
s- Pollutants emitted,
Bettye
+ Amount emitted,
152
+ Type of control necessary, Betty Dixon
MEDIA—Governor Nunn told a meeting of Sigma Delta Chi, a
151
+ The applicant's provisions Joyce Roller
professional journalistic society, that the media has.a responsibility to show the good as well as the bad about America. "It for control of the pollutants,
may be harder to make progress as exciting as failure, but that#
+ The applicant's compliance
the challenge the news media face today." he said
with KAPCC regulations,
+ All points of emission within
the facility.
TRUCKS—Public Safety Commissioner William 0. Newman
April 7, 1971
announced the State Police will continue making arrests for
ADULTS 95
alleged overwidth coal trucks despite-a recent uAfavorable
NURSERY 5
verdict in Perry Ctrcuit Court.

Indians
petition
Seek to save
sacred river
WASHINGTON (U I):
The Pit River Indians have
asked the federal government to allow them to
tear down the darns and
power stations which they
say have transformed their
sacred river in northern
California into "a series of
stagnant, polluted artificial
reservoirs."
Attorneys for the tribe
petitioned the Federal Power Commission to refuse renewal of Pacific Gas &
Electric Co.'s licenses to
operate its dams and related power facilities along
the Pit River which winds
through the tribe's ancestral lands in Shasta County.
The petition is the latest
In a series of attempts by
the Indians to regain control of a Connecticut-sized
parcel of land they claim
was taken illegally from
their tribe during the gold
rush

NEWS SUMMARY

Hospital Report

INDUSTRY—Officials of the 74 indistrial firms which made
decisions to build new plants in Kentucky were honored at a
Governor's Industry Appreciation Luncheon at Stouffer's Inn in
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,
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wASHINGTON (U P1):
Seri James 0. Eastland (D.,
Miss.) has introduced a
5eti1.4 de-ranging 'Internal
t-111y Act and five other Wilk
he said were needed dr
gently to bolster the naion's internal security
laws
The six-bill package is
designed to "restore enforceability" to the 1950 Internal Security Act and
plug loopholes suggested
by various supreme Court
decisions. Eastland said.
Eastland, chairman of
the Internal Security Subcoremittee of the Senate
..ludiciary Corm?!tee, said
't he proposed In rnal Securite Act would:
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Members if Ibe Webelos Den of Cub Scout Pack 37, Robertson
School, are pictured above at a regular meeting following the
awarding of merit badges at the pack meeting. The scouts have
awned a total of 59 bodges during the year. The adult leader l•
MI Marin= and the Boy Scout Den Chief is Mark Thurman 01
Troup 77.
. Members and the umber of badges earned are First row, 1, ti
r.; Billy Atebeses, five; Steve Gough, five; Tony Adams. four.
Miehael Randolph, eight; Second row: Scott Thurman, eight,
mark nunnaa,Dee
; David Smith,five: Reed Heins orth
eight; Dee Henry, twelve. Not pictured is Kent Harmon. Fitters
bodges are possible is the Webeioe year in which the Cub Scout
prepares for membership Iii Boy Scouts. Don Henn anci,Kent
• Illsnomss are DOW eligible for membership in Troop 77

• Increase the effectiveness of the Subversive Activities Control Board.
'• "Effectively prohibit"
employing Communists . as
workers in defense facililes or as teachers in school
systems supported wholely
funds.
r in part by federal
• Deny tax exemptions
for subversive organiza, rms or individuals and dis:slow tax deductions for
iv( nsfo ('om rotnigt.or.

"salutations

-

PHILADELPHIA (UPI):
A group of Quakers today publicly questioned
President Nixon's reference to himself as a
committed pacifist in the
tradition of his fellow
Quakers.
The Philadelphia yearly
meeting of the Religious
Society of Friends, in a
letter to Nixon released
today. asked Nixon "that
there not be further distortion, in the public utterance of Friends, of
this historic and deeply
felt.conviction."
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DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elizabeth Jane Douglas,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs Camille
Stokes Spillman, 710,-2 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs er Margie Irene
Speight, Rt. 1, Paris, Term., Mrs.
Katie Winfred Oiarlton, Rt. 4,
Murray, Miss Rhonda Sue Gann,
Box 97, Sedalia. Miss Tammy
Holland, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Vickie
Lynn Williams, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Judy Carol Mason, Rt, 2,
7:30 & 9:35
Hazel, 'vie Clenton Todd, 1105 Sat & Sun at
2---4-6:15-4:30,
Mulberry St., Murray, Charles
Ray Boren, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. DOUBLE
FEATURE
Mary Elizabeth Payne, 114 Ash
St., Murray, Miss Janice Gail
Coombs, Box 602 Hester Hall
MSU, Murray, Mrs. Estelle
0.110•WASION. CHINKOk C•40
Parker, 1305 S. 16th, Murray,
Mrs. Minnie Alice Craig, Rt. 2, At 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00- WOO.
Hazel, Miss Kathy Ann Adams,
Monday 3:30-5:30-7:30- 9:30.
1041 Jefferson St., Paducah, Mrs.
PPM vALUnr.ciP
Mildred Cunningham, 1105 "
Sycamore, Murray, William
Burie Suiter, 103 S. 12th St., S'W,411 Pri
Murray, Guy Kelly, 510 Beale
Murray, Joseph Duncan, Rt. I
; •A I .
..•
Dexter, Baby Boy Nance.
S FEATURED IN PLAYED
2:15,--4:00-6:00:7:45-9:40
FATHER APPOINTS SON
_ Monday 7 30 and 9:30
NASVILLE,
( UPI
METRO COliViYAI MAYER PRfSfpti
Ronnie Lawson was named
Friday as the head coach of
Fisk University after compiling
a 143-18 record at Nashville's
Cameron High School
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The New ABC "Curiosity
Shop" program will be in the
10:30-11:30 a.m. slot Saturdays. The children's show is
scheduled to bow on Sept. 11
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The Indians contend in
the petition that PG&E Ms
"transformed a once wild
and free-flowing stream
Into a series of stagnant
polluted, overheated, silting, artificial reservoirs
and scarred the length of
the river with the heavy
hand of 'progress.'"
"Venice Be Damned!" n a
one-hour NBC News special to
be: presented on that network
on May 21. Actor Jose Ferrer,
will narrate this. documentary
about the threat to the Italian
city, from rising water, sinking
foundations, and various types
of pollution.

Pa

Shows at 1:15, 7:15, 9:30

High Team Game (1-1C)
Strikes
889 A thought for today: Ameni
Fighting Four
851 can writer George Curtis said
Red Birds
839 -Imagination is as good a:
many voyages ... and hoe
much cheaper."
High Team SeriesiSCi
Reapers
2055
Red Birds
2041
Night Owls
2036

Permits Required To Build
Potential Bad Air Sources

Bills offered
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security laws
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Charles Coody Wins Masters
Tournament With 9-Under, 279
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)-Charlie Coody, who got the Masters
Championship, a new green
coat for the Easter Parade, and
"revenge" all in the same
package, joined
with
the
disappointed man he defeated,
Jack Nicklaus, today to offer
the duffers of America a
strange bit of advice:
"If
you
want to play
championship golf-be nervous.
"I never got over my first-tee
jitters all day, and it helped
me," said the new champion
from Abilene, Tex. "It helped
rue to keep concentrating and
keep thinking about getting done
the things I had to get done.".
"I was just too darned
relaxed," said the crestfallen
Nicklaus, who saw his hopes for
golf's first pro grand slam go
down the drain as he and young
John Miller tied for second

place, two strokes behind
Coody's winning nine-under-par
score of 279 for 72 holes.
"I birdied the first hole and I
thought, 'Ah, now everything is
going according to plan," said
Nicklaus. "It never did. But all
the time I kept thinking that it
was going to-I kept feeling
sure that soon everything would
start happening for me, that I
would get birdies and I would
win the tournament. It happened, but the opposite way.
"Yes, I was overconfident,"
confessed Nicklaus, who already won the PGA Championship
this year and was aiming at a
"slam" including the Masters
and U.S. and British Opens.
"Not until I heard Coody had
parred, did I realize I wasn't
going to win."
The 33-year-old Coody fired a
two-under-par 70, after starting
the day tied with Nicklaus for
the lead. Nicklaus had a par 72

Sports Parade
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Change Of Scenery May Bring
Out The Best in Alan Foster

and the 23-year-old Miller of
m By JOE CARNICELLI
job and I think he'll no it much with the Yankees. The Senators
Napa, Calif., shot a stunning 68.
UPI Sports Writer
betterthan I had hoped he trailed 3-0 in the sixth when
Elliot Maddox singled and score
Miller actually held the lead
A change of scenery finally would."
wi Frank Howard's double.
after 15 holes, standing ninebringing
out
the
League
be
American
RICHAMAN
seems
to
other
In
Tolan says, "but it's the kind of
By MILTON
Walks
to Mike Epstein and
under-par. But he bogeyed the
Foster.
action, Blatirnore beat Detroit
pain you can bear. The doctor best in Alan
UPI Sports Writer
Ftichie Scheinblurn filled the
16th and 18th.
nearly
five
doubleheadbilled
for
Foster,
losing
the
after
said
the
critical
stage
(UPI)-BubbY
would
be
YORK
NEW
Allen's single drove
Coody knows how that feels, .Tolan stung the ball hard.
the 10th to the 12th week, when years as the second coming of er opener 5-4, Washington hases arid
Epstein. Scheinand
Howard
all right-until his triumph
never
quite
nipped New York after bowing
It took off on a blurred line I'd get very active and I could Sandy Koufax,
Sunday he was known in for the right field corner where rupture the tendon again. This made it with the Los Angeles 1-0 in the first game, Milwauk- olum scored from first when
Masters history as the man it hit the fence on one of those is my 14th week though. I'm Dodgers, compiling a 14-24 e blanked Califocnia 3-0, lefary bobbled the ball.
hero in
who had the title in his hands quick bounces, then caromed past my critical stage nod."
record in three seasons.
Kansas City ripped Oakland 10- Blefary had been the
out an
in 1969 and blew it by bogeying crazily the other way toward Bobby Tolan may be but not
i and Minnesota shut out the opener, beating
peddled Foster 7,hicago 6-0.
inside-the-park home run when
the last three holes.
necessarily the Reds. Without The Dodgers
center field.
the
offCleveland
during
to
his line drive eluded center
It was "revenge" that Coody
League,
In the National
The ball would've been good him they simply are not the
mentioned the first thing in his for two bases sure ... if this same ball club they were last season and Foster made his Atlanta downed Pittsburgh 3-1, fielder Curt Flood. Steve Kline
American League debut a San Francisco beat St. Louis 7-2 pitched a five-hitter and outhour of triumph.
wasn't batting practice ... if season offensively or defensivememorable one Sunday, allow- losing the opener 4-2, New York dueled Washington's Dick Bos"In 1969 I was one mighty Bobby Tolan could only run.
ly.
ing only three hits in his 8 1-3 edged Cincinnati 1-0 in 11 man.
disappointed fellow," the tall,
But Cincinnati's fine center The Reds' front office had
slope-shouldered Texan said. fielder hasn't been able to run warned Tolan against playing innings and igniting a five-run innings, Houston whipped Chi- Marty Pattin pitched athreeBernie Smith
"It ate at my insides for a long for the past three months, since basketball but he felt he had to eighth inning rally that carried cago 7-4, San Diego defeated hitter and
Indians to a 7-2 victory over Los Angeles 9-7 and Philadel- smashed a home run to lift
time. I got a little revenge for last Jan. 6 to be exact when he osom
ndcondition,n
oehing
.
t
to stay in good the
the Boston Red Sox.
Milwaukee past California. The
that today."
phia trounced Montreal 114.
ruptured the Achilles tendon in condition,
victory was the third in four
Coody twice blew big leads in his right leg playing basketball "We had just moved from
Dave McNally pitched
this Masters, too-he led the with several of his Reds' Los Angelei to Cincinnati With the score tied at 2-2 in seven-hitter for his secon games for the Brewers and the
the eighth, Foster doubled off victory of the season to
first round by three strokes and teammates.
lea second in a row for Pattin, who
where we bought a new home,"
had a four-stroke lead at one Bobby Tolan underwent an Tolan says, "and if I had Gary Peters and Larry Brown the Orioles to their second allowed only three singles.
point in the third round before operation the next day and stayed in Los Angeles I was hit by a pitch. Vada game decision after Bill Free- Ed Kirkpatrick and Bobby
Pinson's single scored Foster
falling back into a tie. In the everybody
he
meets now would've been playing baseball with the go-ahead run and han's 11th-inning gave Detroit Knoop drove in two runs each
from
to
come
had
end he
to highlight a 15-hit Kansas City
always starts off asking the every day, In Cincinnati I Brown scored on an infield out. the triumph in the opener.
behind after young Miller same two questions.
that carried the Royals
attack
Don
Buford
had
three
hits
couldn't because of the weather Walks to Ken Harrelson and
stormed into the lead.
-How's the leg?' and 'when so I played basketball. Would I Ted Ford accounted for another and scored two runs in the past Oakland. Kirkpatrick had
"There was presure this
cap a fouryou gonna be back?" Bobby ever do it again? I think so but run, Eddie Leon singled in second game to highlight an 11- a two-run single to
Knoop's
time, but it was a different Tolan says, repeating the I don't
and
inning
first
run
hit
Baltimore
attack.
Dave
know for sure. I don't
kind of pressure," he explained. questions and smiling to show Most everybody on our ball another and rookie Gomer Johnson, Boog Powell and Andy double provided the last two
Hodge doubled for the fifth run Etchebarren drove
"That time I was in front and
in two runs runs in the seventh.
he appreciates people's concern club played, too, and if it was of the inning.
each for the World Champion Rick Monday and Dick Green
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UN)
- bothered us than the loss of any other people were trying to even though they've been foolish or stupid why would
catch me. This time someone
had homers for the Athletics
The hit was the fourth in as Orioles.
Larry Costello issued a warning one player."
asking the same thing for three they do it?"
the
Bucks else was in front and I was months now.
to the Los Angeles Lakers The defense
Freehan's homer in the while Bob Oliver connected for
Bobby Tolan takes batting many major league at-bats for
Sundak,following the Milwaukee employed held Gail Goodrich to trying to catch him."
"It's tough to answer those practice with the Reds every Hodge and his fourth run batted opener came after Baltimore Kansas City.
Miller opened the door for questions,- Tolan says. "You day and hopes he'll be ready to in.
had rallied in the eighth and Jim Kaat scattered 11 hlts
Bucks 91-73 win over the just 10 points for the whole
Lakers.
game. Goodrich averaged 30.1 Coody when he bogeyed the don't know, you hope. Look at pinch hit for them in a month. Foster was bothered by ninth innings to tie the game at and drove in two runs with'a
bases loaded single to lead the
"We're going out there ready in the first round playoffs 16th and Coody, playing behind Rico Carty. He was coming "The doctors told me the only wildness in his first Al start, 4-4.
to explode," Costello said. against Chicago, but he has him, came charging through along fine. You have to be hurt thing they can do is put the walking nine batters, but Bernie Allen's bases-loaded, twins past Chicago. Cesar
13 against with birdies on both the 15th yourself to appreciate what tendon back together," he said. Cleveland Manager Alvin Dark pinch-hit single tied the score Tovar had three hits for the
"We're way overdue and I can averaged only
and Curt Blefary's error on the Twins.
feel it coming."
Milwaukee in the two Lakers with a nine-foot putt and the someone else is going through. How it works out after that Is suffkiently impressed.
Costello was talking about the losses in the finals of the 16th with a 15-footer. But he I know what Johnny. Unitas is depends on how much work the "His kid knows how to pitch," hit allowed the winning run to
shoddy offensive performance Western Conference Champion- pointed to a shot on the 17th going through now. You gotta individual does. The work is said Dark, "and I'm not cross the plate as the Senators up the victory with the relief
that saved par as "the shot sympathize with the guy. It's more boring than hard.
worried about him. He'll do the earned a doubleheader split help of Darrell Brandon.
by his Bucks, a performance ship.
Swoboda, the former 2,
that won the tournament."
which was good enough to win,
gonna take a lotta hard work
tripled in a run during a threeFearful of a tree that had
but still way below the Bucks'
on his part. It did on my part
run eighth-inning uprising b
caused him trouble on the 17th
standards.
and I'm younger."
the Expos.
Saturday, Coody put his drive
Milwaukee shot 48 per cent
Bobby Tolan is 25 and
Power-pitching was the na
too far to the left and found
from the floor, and the only
Joluumy Unitas will be 38 next
of
the game in St. Louis, with
bunker
"without
a
himself
in
a
reason they won was because
month. Tolan can swing the bat
Bob Gibson doing the honors
clear shot at the green."
the Lakers could only hit on 33
right now the same way he did
for the Cardinals in the first
"I knew I was in a fair way
per cent of their shots.
last season when all he did was
The loss was the fourth in six for the Astros. Don Wilson game and
FRED
DOWN
By
Juan
Marichal
he
said.
"I
bogey
or
worse,"
to
The 73 points run up by the
hit .316, drive in 80 runs and
games for the Dodgers, picked
UPI Sports Writer
returning the compliment for
hit a seven-iron, aiming it to
Lakers tied the record for the
finish with 16 homers for the Nate Colbert is only one of by most experts to win the survived a three-run barrage in
the first inning and went 6he the Giants in the second game.
fewest points scored against the By United Press International the right of the green and Reds, but what he can't do is
Western
League's
why the San National
distance for the victory. Bill Gibson, who hasn't lost to the
Bucks in their history, and The Kentucky Colonels need hoping to hook it back toward steal 57 bases for them the way three reasons
Diego Padres are flexing Division Title.
Hands suffered his second Giants since Sept. 17, 1968, beat
Costello credited that to a only a victory over the the green. It hooked, but not he did last year.
Impressive muscles in their Jerry Grote led off the stragiht loss for the Cubs.
them for the sixth straight time
defense by Milwaukee he called Floridians tonight at Miami to very much and was 15 feet off
All he can do now is jog,
third year as an expansion bottom of the 11th inning with a Sonny Jackson of the Braves with a six-hitter. The victory
the green. But that was just work hard and
"superb."
hope for the team.
comptete the pairings for the
homer off Wayne Granger to tripled in the tie-breaking run was his first of the season and
"Our defense won the game, American. Basketball Associa- enough and I was able to chip best
moment,
Met reliever Tug McGraw in the eighth and scored on a 191st of his career. Marichal,
give
the
however,
the
At
sink
up
and
feet
Aree
witnin
ftt- us," he *dd. The guys' tion's semifinal playoffs.
to
fioo
thi•n
'kineitrewsasstu
6-foot, 2-inch, 210-pound first his first win of the year. Tom sacrifice fly by Ralph Garr sidelined with a freak ailment a
the putt for a par."
were really hustling, forcing
a
3-2
lead
The Colonels took
1f:shinire stupid. baseman is the hottest hitter in Seaver allowed five hits and
them (the Lakers) to take bad in their best-of-seven series Coody also par-red the 18th
after Atlanta tied the score at year ago, came back in the
the National League and one of struck out 10 in nine innings 1-1 on a seventh-inning homer second game with a sevenand
Nicklaus,
playing
left
shots. We were superb."
Saturday night with a 118-101
(All Times FST)
baseball's most under-publi- before giving way to McGraw, by Orlando Cepeda. Jim Nash hitter to raise his 1971 record to
Lakers Coach Joe Mullaney victory while the Virginia behind him, needing an eagle
Houston ( Blasingame 1-01 St.
whose mediocre work out of the yielded seven Prate hits in 2-0. Joe Torre hit his third
cized sluggers.
sort of agreed with Costello. "I Squires advanced to the East- two to tie. The tall Texan Louis (Carolton 1-0) 9 p.m.
Colbert drove in six runs with bullpen was considered one of scoring his first victory of the homer for the Cardinals in the
became the champion when
don't know if they were that ern
Conference
finals
by
Cincinnati (McGlothlin 0-1),
two homers and an infield out the reasons for the Metz' season. Dock Ellis was the second game.
tough defensively," Mullaney defeating the New York Nets Nicklaus' second came bounc- at Atlanta (Reed 1-0) 8 p.m.
to lead the Padres to a 9-7 failure to win the NI. pennant loser.
ing
on
the
green
some
30
feet
said, "but our probJem was 118-114. Virginia's victory gave
Chicago (Holtzman 0-1i at
Furkey vulture!, are impuf
victory over the Los Angeles in 1970. The loss was the fourth Rookie Roger Freed, acquired
hitting the open man. We had a the Squires the series over the from the cup.
Los Angeles Vance 0-0), 11 p.m.
Young Miller was six-underDodgers Sunday and now has in a row for the Reds, who from the Orioles during the taut as scavengers in some parts
problem executing against that Nets 4-2.
San Diego (Kirby 0-1) at San
of the country, destroying the
five homers and 14 runs batted haven't won yet this season.
par for the day and dreaming
type defense."
winter, hit reliever Howie bacteria of some animal disIndiana and Utah easily
Francisco (Perry 1-0), 4 p.m.
one
of
at
20
Cedeno,
Cesar
Padres
games.
The
of victory when -the bubble
in after six
The defense, both coaches advanced
Reed's first pitch for a fifth- eases.
Western
to the
Pittsburgh (Johnson 0-0) at
are 3-3 after their six games the NL's brightest young liming grand slam homer and
were talking about was a Conference finals last week by„,burst."
***
Philadelphia (Wise 0-0), 7:30
and feel they are far ahead of prospects, drove in three nine drove in another run for the
ferocious trap defense that saw sweeping their respective qua- "Everything was going like p.m.
Porpoises must surface every
fly
sacrifice
and
a
triple
with
a
expansion
teams
previous
through
14,"
said
the
such
Milwaukee players continuously rerfirial series in four straight crazy
Phillies• Barry Lersch picked minute or so for air.
(Only games scheduled)
as the New York Mets and
double-teaming the man with games. The Pacer and Stars, blond Californian. "And there I
Tuesday's Games
was walking down the 15th
Houston Astros in development
the ball
Pitt. at Phil. (night)
who waged a season-long battle
toward pennant contention.
Admittedly Milwaukee's task for first place in the West fairway and thinking, 'Gee, my Houston at St. Louis
In addition to Colbert, the
was made easier by the before Indiana finally prevailed Dad will sure love it when I Cin at Atlanta (night)
sluggers the Padres are counttroubled health status of the In the closing days, open their win this.' And I Was thinking Chicago at L.A. (night)
Lakers. Jerry West and Elgin best-of-seven series tonight at about how that green coat they San Diego at San Fran. (night) ing upon to make them
give the champion would look
contenders are 011ie Brown and
Baylor were on the bench as Indianapolis.
N.Y. at Montreal
on
me.
Clarence Gaston. drafted by
expected, but just before the
New York seemed about totie
American League
club President E.J. Bavasi
game the Lakers received its series with Virginia at 3-3 "I should have remembered
East
what happened to other guys on
along with Nate in the 1968
another blow. „
when the Nets took an 11-point
W. L. Pct. GB
draft which formed the club.
Keith Erickson, who has lead inthe final quarter but those last holes. I need more Balt
41.800
• onday, Tuesday, Wednesday, April 12, April 13, April 14
The trio combined for a total of
provided some firepower for rookie Charlie Scott sparked experience."
3 1 .750' .%
Cies,
90 h6fners in 1970 three more
the Lakers' offense, came down the Squires on their comeback At 283, five strokes behind Washing
3 3 .500 1%
than were hit by the whole
with a bad case of stomach with 18 points in the final 12 were Gene Littler and Don New York
2 3 .400 2
January, while tied at 284 were
Dodger team.
cramps and didn't even dress minutes of play.
Detroit
2 3 .400 2
Ken Still, Gary Player, and
"We think Colbert is acquirfor the contest.
"I felt I hd been sub-par in
1 3 .250 21
Boston
/
2
ing the stamp of a home run
Mullaney admitted that the the series up to tonight," said Tom Weiskopf. At 286 were
West
hitter," says Manager Preston
Lkaers "missed Erickson." But Scott after this brilliant perfor Roberto de Vicenzo, Frank
W. L. Pct. GB
and
Dive
Stockton,
and
Beard,
G9.. Inez. "If he can cut 20
"more
the
it
was
he said
Milw
mance which saw him finish
3 1 .750
strikeouts off his 1970 total of
Bucks! style of defense that with a total of 38 points• the only other man to break Chicago
3 2 .600 1-4
for four rounds was Bert
par
150 he can hit 45 to 458 homers
Winning this one is money in
Minn
32.600 14
and be one of the game's
Greene at 287.
the bank. It means about $1,000
Kansas City
3 3 .500 1
outstanding sluggers "
Oak
a man to us."
2 4 .333 2
The Mets nipped the Cincinscored31
Darrell Carrier
Calif
1 4 .200 2,Az
nati Reds, 1-0, in 11 innings, the
points for Kentucky and Louis
Sunday's Results
Houston Astros beat the ChicaDampier set a league playoff
N.Y. 1 Wash 0 (1st)
go Cubs, 7-4, the Atlanta
record with 18 asssists in the
N.Y. 1 Washg 0 (1st)
Braves topped the Pittsburgh
Colonels' victory Saturay night.
Washg 4 N.Y. 3 (2nd)
Pirates, 3-1, the Philadelphia
Mack Calvin led the Floridians
Det. 5 Balt 4 (1st) 11 inni
Major League Standings
Phillies whipped the Montreal
with 29 points. Atriumph for the By United Press International Balt 9 Detroit 3 (2nd)
Expos, 11-4, and the San
Floridians tonight would move
Kansas City 10 Oak 5
East
Francisco Giants downed the
the series back to Louisville for
W. L. Pet GB Clev 7 Boston 2
St. Louis CardinaLs, 7-2, after a
the seventh and deciding game N.Y.
Minn
6
Chic
0
3 1 .750
4-2 los.s. in other National
Tuesday night.
3 2 .600 % Milw 3 Calif 0
Pitt
Beautifully
League games.
Today's Probable Pitchers
2 2 .500 1
Phil
In the American League, it'
cleaned
and
(All Times cerr)
.400 1%
St. Louis
was Detroit 451altirnore 4 in 11
34 3
pressed.
at
Oakland (Fingers 0-0)
Chicago
2 4 .333 2
innings and Baltimore 9 Detroit
1 3 .250 214 Milwaukee (Krausse 0-1) 2.30 3, New York 1 Washington 0
Montreal
p.m,
West
and Washington 4 New York 3,
NBA Playoff Standings
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur"frim, Formal,
Boston (Culp 1-01 at Washing- Cleveland 7 Boston 2, MilwaukW. L. Pct, GB
International
Press
United
By
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
New
9Grzenda
(Janeski
0-0
or
1
ton
4
.800
••.
Atlanta
6
0,
Minnesota
ee 3 California
Division Finals
0),
7:30
p.m.
5
2
Houston
.714
•-•
Chicago 0 and Kansas City 10
Best of Seven
4 2 .667 412 California (May 0.00 at Oakland 5.
San Fran
East
3 3 .500 1% Chicago (Wood 0-0), 2:1,5 pm. Colbert homered with two on
W. L. Pct. San Diego
2 4 .333 2% Minnesota (Blyever-i 1-0) at after Tommy Dean talked and
2 1 .667 Los Ang
New York
04 .00d 3% Kansas City (Drago 1-41, 830 Gaston singled in the first
1 2 .333 Cin
Baltiusore
p.m.
on hangers with any
Sunday's Results
Inning and connected again
West
(Only games scheduled ,
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
W. L. Pct. St. Louis 4 San Fran 2 (1st) after Gaston walked in the
drycleaning order.
Tuesday's Game,
2 0 l.000 San Fran 7 St. Louis 2 (2nd)
third. Both shots were off Don
Milwaukee
Oponing Mon.,
Minnesota
at Kansas City night Sutton and went deep into the
Mont
4
Phil
11
2
.000
0
Angeles
Los
Folded
•
Apr. 19
Oak at Milwaukee
San thego 9 Los Ang 7
Sunday's Results
left field
stands. Tommy
California
Chicago
at
4
Houston 7 Chicago
Grand Opening
Milwaukee 91 Los Angeles 73
Phoebus, acquired fitom the
Baltimore at Cleveland tallight Baltimore•OrioleS in a winter
Atlanta 3 Pitt 1
Baltimore 114 New York 88
Open Daily horn 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
April 23-24
Boston at Washington night
NY 1 Cin 0
Monday's Games
trade, went five innings for his
Detroit
at
New
York
Today's
Probable
Pitchers
I No games scheduled)
first NL victory.

Bucks Top Lakers In
NBA Playoffs Sunday

Colonels
Need Win
Tonight

Nate Colbert Drives In Six
Runs To Lead Padres To Win

Drycleaning

SPECIALS!

Baseball
Standings

DISCOUNT
HEALTH St
AUTY Al
PRICES

ARE COMING

SLACKS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS
PLAIN SKIRTS

Any 2 For

Playoff
Standings
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Gordon Moody, 525 South 64.1
Street, at 7:30 p.m.

753.4147

Mrs. George Hart Speaker At Meeting Of
Delta Department, Murray Woman's Club

Mrs. George Hart presented Court House. She related how
the program at the meeting of the Calloway County was formed anc
A
Delta Department of the related early interesting in
t
woman's Club held Tuesday cidents its early history
II
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 evening, April 6, at seven-thirty Mrs. Hart was assisted by
Yennette Chow, Murray State
Order of the Eastern Star wW o'clock at the club house.
"History of Calloway County" University student from Taiwan.
hold its regular meeting at the
County Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway
They were introduced by Mis:
The
Hazel Tarry, program chair.
Genealogical Society will meet at
man.
the home of Miss Maude Nance at
The devotion was given by Mrs
The Home Department of the
1:30 p.m.
Harry Sledd.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 1:30 p.m.
New officers elected for the
The Suburban Homemakers Hostesses will be Mesdames
of
the
home
at
club year were Mrs.
meet
corning
will
Tommy
Vernon
Lavender,
Club
-,••••••.
Ewen Allbritten, chairman, Mrs
Mrs. Leon Adams at seven p.m. Roberts, Virgie Clark, Orvis
Raymond Dixon, vice-chairman;
The South Pleasant Grove Hendrix, and B. J. Hoffman.
Mrs. H. L Oakley, secretary;
Homemakers Club will meet at
Mrs. Henry Warren, treasurer.
at
Kent
Mrs.
Simpson
of
home
the
The retiring officers are Mrs.
10
one p m
Allbritteric chairman Miss Hazel
Tarry, vice-chairman; Mrs
Helen Bennett. secretary; Mrs
of
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
Andrus, treasurer;
Stanford
the First United Methodist
Mrs. Harry Sledd, Chaplin,
at
meet
the
will
WSCS
Mat
remember
Church
UNIVERSITY OF KEN. Parents need to
p.m.
The general meeting of the
TUCK? COUNTY EXTENSION every child is unique. There are church at seven
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, MM. H
of Cotton Pat Perry shows how
atlIT-3tAasaiwitta
child
Your
alike.
softly
a
children
.
solution
Women's Society of Christian
Her
HOME no two
FOR
AGENTS
Oakley, and Miss Lorene
L
to spa: the seaeoea fastuonably.
woven on
Service of the Hazel United
talk a little later or a little
Delored :whet dress in tweedy textured cottoneasy-going
may
of the Cancer Crusade
ECONOMICS
Swarm
Mrs. George Hart
woui loceits, ta avesder_ and white plaid, the
The Theta Department of the Methodist Church was held
earlier
committee reported on the plan:
:acket wipe a gently shaped dress with solid colored bodice
ere may cry easily or be more Murray Woman's Club has Tuesday, April 6, in the home of was the theme of her program. for the drive which were
Designed for Claudia by George Halley.
She showed pictures of out- organized by the committee
A really great looking costume easy-going. He may be more postponed its meeting until April Mrs. H. 0. Brandon.
A special Easter play written standing old homes and churches chairman, Mrs. Edgar Howe,
has a center of interest. By stubborn,thinner, fatter, shorter, 19
by Mrs. Ray Cotham especially and the early Calloway County before she suffered a heart attack
creating this dominant area you taller, there is nothing "right"
for the Hazel WSCS was
can call attention to your best !or him except to be himself. Of
recently.
The Sigma Department of the presented.
feature and at the same time amirse,it is easy to compare your
to
., but try
Murray Woman's Club has Mrs. H. A. Newport, president,
carnoulflage a less attractive Mid to another
During the social hour refreshone.—Dean Roper, Courthouse, remember you are not entering postponed its meeting until April presided and Mrs. John Mcwere served by the
ments
19
Cullough gave the devotion. The
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone: 247- vow child in a race. Give him
Miss Ruby Simpson
hostesses,
roll call, minutes, and treasurer's
?very chance to be himself.
2334
Matt Sparkman, Miss
J.
Mrs.
report were given by Mrs. Olga
Remember children have certain
Frances Sexton, Mrs. J. D
1
Erwin Circle of Freeman.
Now is the time to inspect the enotional needs just as adults. 1. The Cordelia
Grove WSCS The hostess, Mrs. Jean Six new members were initated Rayburn, Mrs. Harry Sparks.
yard fence, making any repairs Every, child needs to feel that his the South Pleasant
Stanford Andrus, and Mrs.
at the Cotham, served
meet
to
scheduled
is
delicious into the Murray chapter of Sigma Mrs.
enjoy
and
want
love,
needed and, above all, to be sure iarents
Garnett Jones.
p.m.
seven
at
church
fourteen
to
refreshments to the
Delta Pi, the national honorary
the gates will open and close Urn. 2. Every child needs
members including one new society for Spanish students, or
easily. A dilapidated yard fence *neve that his parents like him
member, Mrs. Jack Roach.
Monday, April 12
April 2.
and broken down yard gates do ust the way he is; that they like
Woodman of the World Court
The initiates are: Father Ar.
not belong to the new decade of nrn all the time, not only when he
thur Colbert, New Orleans, La.
the Yell kept lawn.—Maxine sets the way they think a child 728 will meet at seven p.m at the
graduate student in Spanish; J
Griffing, Federal Building, ihould act; and that they always Woodman Hall.
Robert Houston, Paducah.
Clinton, Kentucky 42031 Phone: iccept him, even though they
nay not approve of the things he
S53-2231
Mr. and Mrs. William C. senior; Miss Deborah Mabry.
Tuesday, April 13
Ices. 3. Every child needs to
The Baptist Young Women will Adams, Jr., of Lexington are the Murray, junior; Mrs. Dean
mow his home is a good safe meet at the Calvary Missionary: parents of a baby boy, William C. Peniche, Paducah,...junior; Mrs.
-Due to the inflationary situation alace he can feel secure about; Baptist Church from seven to Adams III, weighing seven Emily Perry,.. Murray, Spanish
and increased cost of labor, that his parents will always be on nine p.m. Mrs. Jerrel White and pounds 4L2 ounces. born on teacher, Mayfield High School;
prices of wearing apparel con- land: especially during crises Mrs. Crawford Ray will give the Tuesday, April 6, at the St. and David Weber, Murray,
graduate assistant in Spanish.
tinue to rise. Manufacturers are when he needs them most; that studies on the BYW and WMU Joseph's Hospital, Lexington.
group; that
Members must have a 3.(
The new father is a civil
• placing more emphasis on new he belongs to a family
manuals.
blends and new le has a place where he fits in. 4
average in Spanish courses and
new
„
Fibers,
and
with
the
White
engineer
SOFT ON DENIM—It's a vintage year for cotton denim,
of
Finishes; this contributed to the Every child needs to feel that his
Group I of the Baptist Women Congleton Construction Com- rank in the upper 35 per cent
l'eand Maid of Cotton Pat Perry chooses a brushed version
eigher costs of manufacturing. parents will keep him safe from of the First Baptist Church will pany, Lexington. The new mother their class.
e.for a travel-minded pantsuit. The dashing cape is detailed
- ;with double rows of white top-stitching. Its a Miss Gallery
Do not expect your clothing harm, that they will help him meet with Mrs. Charles Mercer is a registered nurse.
Miss Phyllis Yewell, president
design
face
must
he
dollar to buy as much as it did when
Grandparents are Mr. and
at 9:30 a.m.
if the local chapter, and Dennis
At Your
C. strange,unlcnown and frightening
year.--Catherine
last
Mrs. William C. Adams, Sr., and
president
vice
Buckner,
Thompson, KHicicrnan. Ky. 42050 situations.
All
Group II of the Baptist Women Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Humphreys, presided over the ceremony. Dr
New
5. Every child wants to feel inPhone 235-2351
the First Baptist Church will all of Murray.
of
chairman
W.
Ferguson,
John
• a.
dependent. He needs to know meet with Mrs. B. H. Cornett at Great grandparents are Sam
h.
the Department of Roma
that his parents wont him to grow ten a.m
Arnett of Mayfield, Mrs. Ethel
.Languages at Murray State,
up and that they encourage him
Humphreys of Murray, and Mr.
other officers of the Murra
to try new things; that they nave
and Mrs. J. W. Coleman of
chapter took part in the initiatio
Tuesday, April 13
confidence in his ability to do
Murray Route Four.
ceremony.
things for himself. 6. Every child
Central Shopping
Club
Homemakers
to
He
needs
needs guidance.
The Alm
Don
Center
Mrs. Allen McCoy opened.kr have friendly help in learning will meet at the home of Mrs.
The ceremony and reception
home on Sycamore Street for the how to behave toward persons Bury' at ten a.m. A potluck
afterwards were held at the home
Oponing Mon.,
meeting of the Lottie Moon Group and things. He needs grown-ups supper will be served at noon.
Mrs. Mary: Cooper of Murray of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
of the Baptist Women of the First around him who show him by
A r. 19
has been dismissed from Lourdes Williams, 1303 Doran Road,
Baptist Church held on Monday example how to get along with
ceMurray.
Paducah.
Homemakers
Hospital,
Road
others.
The Paris
evening, April 5.
Guest speaker for the evening Sue Heltsley, Bardwell, Ky. 42032 Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Lucille Hart at 1:30 p.m.
was Ray Gillespie, student at Phone: 6284447
Murray State University, . who Avoid impulse buying—Decide
discussed and showed slides of what you will buy before you get
his work as a summer missionary to a store. Spur-of-the-moment The Westside Homemakers
in New Mexico last sumrner. decisions can wreck your family Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. T. C. Collie was in charge of spending plan. To avoid impulse Mrs. Pat Bogard at 12:30 p.m.
buying, shop with a list. Shop for
the program.
Mrs. Murray Turner, group food yourself, or train others in
Murray Star chapter No. 433
chairman, presided. Mrs. Henry the family to shop wisely. Ask
Warren gave the prayer calen- questions such as when will I Order of the Eastman Star will
use it." 'Where will I store it"? meet at the Masonic Mall at 7:30
FLORAL FANTASY—Cot- dar.
e
by Make a rule to "sleep on" a p.m.
s
were
served
Refreshment
of
a
medley
in
ton
cloque
he
DEMURELY DARING—T
The offer
d flowers blos- the hostesses, - Mrs. McCoy and major purchase.
pastel-tInte
spring's
of
short
and
long
beautifully after five.
to Miss should be just as good fhe next
fashion story are combined soms
Worn by 1971 Maid of Cotton Mrs. Glen Hodges,
YOUR CHOICE
in this outfit worn by Maid Pat
Frances Brown. Mrs. csiclie day. Try not to shop when yot The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
thesleeveless
Perry.
5 SPEEDS
deA
of Cotton Pat Perry.
OF 3 SIZES!
hurry. Have a spending plan for First United Methodist Church
above
Mrs.
tiny
bodice
a
T.
has
Collie,
dress
C.
Mrs.
Caldwell,
of
REVERSE
dress
length
PLUS
mure. ankleskirt with W. R. Howard, Mrs. Calvin longer periods and try to stick WSCS has cancelled its meeting
ecru-colored cotton leno tops a softly swinging
Striped
short shorts of cotton duck deep inverted pleat.the
Wil- Morris, Mrs. Purdom Outland, with it. Be sure to include money for today,
in the same shade By Dono- ribbon trim accents
ALL STEEL
Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, Mts. to spend "just for fun".—Barletta
design.
Folmar
son
Dallas
of
van-Galvaru
CONSTRUCTION
Murray Turner, Mrs. James Wrather, 209 Maple St.. Murray,
INSTANT CUTTER
Group ll of the Baptist Women
`Ward, and Mrs. Henry Warren, Ky. 42071 Phone: 753-1452
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
members, Miss Ruth Mason and
of the First Baptist Church will
Mr. Gillespie, guests..
meet at the home of Mrs. Naomi,
COMPLETELY ENCLOSED
If the meat around the chicken Miller at two p.m.
TRANSMISSION
bone looks reddish brown—even
LOW CENTER
after cooking don't be concerned.
is omen s
OF GRAVITY
To the uninitiated, the speed
By PATRICIA E. • DAVIS
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey baley, It's safe to eat. The broiler.
dazzling.
is
bidding
of
CONVENIENT
this
show
to
tend
fryers
lee
effect
April
Wednesday.
UPI—For
the
•
•
YORK
NEW
Jr., of Hazel announce the birth
FOOT BRAKE
Mrs. Knot A. Blom. a steel
because they're marketed young.
FLOATING
average housewife, more famiFULL
Miller,
boy,
Kevin
a
baby
of
wife from the
liar with carrots than carats. a mill supervisor's
seven pounds nine The bone marrow has not fully The Arts and Crafts Club will
CUTTER
Bay weleing
suburb of
jewelry auction is the end of Cleveland
on Wednesday, hardened and the red blood cells meet with Mrs. S. L. Horn at 2:30
a ounces, born
attended
0friar.weo
V4ge,
into
the
seep
meat,
surrounding
of
the rainbow —with the pot
April 7,at ten p.m. at the Murrayp.m
recent —auction ',nate.to see
causing a deep reed or brown
gold just out of reach.
Calloway County Hospital.
intendechrto
like."
was
it
what
Curtsinger„
Several times yearly. ManThe new father is employed at color.--Patricia
Courthouse Benton, Ky. 42025 ' The
Concord...,
New
egetattan's Parke-Bernet Galle- bid on a man's watch.
Tenh.
Paris,
at
Ross
Midland
time I found the
Homemakers Club will meet with
ries, an exclusive auction "But by the
Mrs. Dewey phone: 577-6601
are
Grandparents
to raise my hand it
26", 30"
house, holds open-to-the-public courage
Ealey. Sr., of Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. W.D. McCuiston at one p.m.
was sold and they were up to
•
jewelry sales
of Hazel. and
models
Raspberry
Hugh
item," she
.The..audiences are comprised 840.000 on the next
Mrs Debris McDougal of
and
gold
The
sadly.
noted
al.4101444\
mainly of professional *welers,
The Pottertovm Homemakers
Murray.
The new Snapper Comets ate the ultimate in riding mowers ... with speed,
one of the
society dowagers and collectors platinum watch,
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn
durability and economy. They climb and work on grades of 45% or
safety,
for
went
infrequent bargains,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Vinson and at ten am.
or collectors' agents.
and
serne models cut up to 1.9 acres per hour. Powerful 5 to 8 HP
More
housewife-type.
It's old hat to them. But the 850—to another
daughter, Beth, Mrs Joe Dortch.
gasoline engines (some with electric starters). With implements, they will
that
observed
Blom
Mrs...
Mrs. Jesse Crouse, Mrs. 011ie
cloth-coated housewife, surtvul, move snow, aerate, etc. You can count on years of top performance and
'being exciting, "the
rounded by minks and sables, a beerdes
Workman. and A. J. Marshall The Coles Camp Ground United
fear
p'easere when you bill a Snapper Comet. Let us demonstrate the Comet on
of
eleme'nt
an
has
auction
a
will
WSCS
Church
of
world
is
jewelry auction
attended the funeral of their Methodist
lawn.
YOUR
terrified to „scratch
41" models also available for larger areas.
you're
-*
uncle and brother, Hubert meet at the home or Mrs. Marvir
wonder
because you might
p.m.
seven
at
With bidding in the thousands your nose
Scott
„Marshall,
held
at
St. Louis,. M0
with ""a * 460.000
up
wind
on Thursday'
of dollars, the rhinestonenecklace."
is
clearly
budgeted housewife
A spokesman for Parkecondemned to silence, although
The Harris Grove omemakers
Bernet: however, discounted
come
do
bargains
occasional
Cub will meet with Mrs. Bur
auction"Our
that possibility.
.Mrs. Sarah Hinman and sore Wilkerson at one p.m
along.
eer can tell authentic bidders."
Andy. Charles, and Kelly,
The bidding is heated and
he said. Common "authentic"
Columbus, Mies., were th
List - at a recent sale an 11.18
bid signs, he explein.ed, include
tor
went
Tale Wesleyan Circle of the
ring
Easter weekend guests of
carat diamond
hand raising, catalog waggling.
mother, Mrs A. L. llhodes, and First United Methodist Church
the opening bid of $20.000 to the distreee• nods and earlobeCHESTNUT STREET
her aunt. Mies Mame'Whenell WSCS will meet with Mrs
$66.000 for which it was sold in tueeinc
•
,
_
Minute.
less than a
aetar

mwerior4p1

OW

Toffs. %IA Wisah*

Monday, April 12
The Wranglers Riding Club
sponsor a skating party at
Benton Skateland from seven
nine p.m. The charge will be $1
Per skater.

Thursday, April 15

Brandon Home Is
Scene Of Hazel
Women's Society

Six New Members
Initiated Into
Sigma Delta Pi
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Meeting Of
man's Club
She related hos
was formed anc
y interesting in.
ly history.
was assisted by
, Murray State
t from Taiwan.
troduced by Miss
program chair
was given by Mrs

elected for the
year were Mrs.
,chairman, Mrs
,vice-chairman;
ey, secretary;
arren, treasurer.
officers are Mrs.
Miss Hazel
hairman; Mrs.
. secretary; Mrs
rus, treasurer;
Chaplin,
Hatcher, Mris. H
Miss Lorene
Cancer Crusade
on the plans
e which were
the committee
. Edgar Howe,
a heart attack

al hour refresh.
served by the
Ruby Simpson
Sparkman, Miss
Mrs. J. D
Harry Sparks
drus, and Mrs
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Cuban airlift halt traps
700 American citizens
nearly 1,400 of their close
relatives had been flown out of
Cuba by way of Mexico. The
MIAMI — Some 700 U.S. monthly flights, he said,
citizens still in Cuba would like carried an average of 50 to 60
to leave, but Premier Fidel persons.
Hurwitch added:
The
Castro has slammed the exit
door in their face. A monthly planes sometimes at the last
airlift to repatriate Americans minute are not totally full.
from the Communist island has People are scratched for one
been grounded since August. reason or another."
The August plane — the last
Why?
one
— had only five persons
Strangely, the most likely
reason appears to be that Cuba aboard. That flight came after
is miffed at Mexico The Mexico announced it planned to
repation flights have been cancel a 16-year-old CubaMexico
commercial
air
via Mico.
agreement.
Mexico
was
The U.S. State Department
hopes for resumption of the disgruntled because Cuba had
refused to turn hijackers of
evacuation flights, but is at a
Mexican planes back to
loss to explain the interruption.
Mexico.
Meanwhile, Cuban citizens
Mexican officials now say
who want to flee their country
are being airlifted daily to they expect the Cuba-Mexico
Miami. The Americans must air treaty to lapse on the expiration date next July. That
remain in Cuba.
would mean the end of
When the Cuban refugee
regularly
scheduled airline
airlift began in December,
1965, Caqtro rejected a U.S. service between Cuba and
Mexico, and possibly give the
request to permit American
citizens among the passengers. coup de grace to the U.S.
repatriation airlift so far as
A year later, Mexico, then
Mexico is concerned.
the only Latin American
Cuba and Chile recently
republic maintaining
signed an aviation agreement.
diplomatic and airline ties with
The proposed Havana-Santiago
Cuba,arranged the U.S. citizen
flight
would replace the Mexico
airlift. A chartered Mexican
route as the sole airline link
plane — with the United States
between Castro's island and the
paying the bill — operated the
rest of the Americas. But it is
exodus, which became a fixture
doubtful that U. S. citizens
the first Wednesday of each
would be repatriated via Chile.
month. Evacuees were flown,.
Last July 736 U. S. citizens
am Cuba to the U.S. border at
along with their families
atamoros, Mexico, then
numbering 1,414 Cubans still
ansported across the Rio
awaited repatriation.
rande to Brownsville, Tex.
They were those who filed
Deputy Assistant Secretary
awaited repatriation.
State Robert A. Hurwitch
They were those who filed
'ed before a House subapplications with the Swiss
nunittee in July, 1970, that
Embassy in Havana, which
re than 800 Americans and
By THEODORE A. EDIGER
Copley News Service

handles U.S. matters. Since
then, it is reported, the
evacuation application list has
grown.
Several hundred other U.S.
citizens besides the 700 seeking
repatriation also live in Cuba.
Some of them have turned
Communist. Others have
Cuban families reluctant to
leave. Some feel closer to Cuba
than to the United States
despite their citizenship. Most
of the Americans now in Cuba
are of Cuban descent, and
many don't speak English.
Still others have not applied
to leave since they seek to
avoid the role of outcast
assigned to Americans as well
as Cubans during the months
and years they have to wait for
space on the freedom flights.
Applicants are usually fired
from their job immediately,
and their belongings are inventoried for eventual confiscation.
While stranded in Cuba,
many Americans are supported by the U.S. government
with no-interest subsistence
loans. The loans amount to $50
monthly for individuals, $100
for families. Recipients sign
notes to repay the money after
they return to the United
States.
Cuban Foreign Minister Raul
Boa was quoted in the Aug. 22,
1966, issue of Revolucion, then
Cuba's Communist Party
newspaper, as telling the Swiss
Embassy: "The revolutionary
government of Cuba wishes to
clarify finally and definitely
that it would not impede the
departure
of
American
citizens, but they must wait
until all the Cubans who have a
right to do so have first left."

SPACE AGE REPORT

Russia believed ready
for manned lunar flight
Vt

portliWAiliitarragim
Neits-Serviee

country the U. S. aerospace
.indaistry still is working on
competitive design proposals.
A reusable shuttlecraft
taking off like a rocket and
landing again like a conventional aircraft is the key to
a permanent space station
system for either the United
States or Russia. That's
because it cuts sharply into the
otherwise prohibitive costs of
sending people into space on a
virtual railroad timetable
basis.
Soviet scientists have said
permanent moon bases could
make valuable use of unmanned lunar exploratory
techniques,such as the Russian
Lunokhod rover which has been
rolling about on the moon for
several months.
From manned moon bases
highly instrumented vehicles
could be dispatched unmanned
to regions of the moon

The world may get a Soviet
encore to America's- manned
landings on the moon. The first
attempted Russian exploration
to the lunar surface with
/ cosmonauts instead of robots
could come as early as 1973-74.
' These
are
unofficial
estimates of Western space
observers, but they are common knowledge among U. S.
aerospace scientists and
engineers who have studied the
pattern of Soviet space projects
in the last two years.
Some aerospace trade
journals treat the prospect of
Soviets on the moon as a
foregone conclusion.
Western space experts trying
to piece together the Russian
blueprint for the next few years
point out the Soviets have
resumed testing of space
systems which would be used to
send men to the moon and
return them.
The soonest they could
launch the first moon voyage
would be 1973-74, probably
about a year after the U. S.
-Apollo program shuts off with a
final mission in December,
1972.
The Russians likely would try
to establish temporary bases
and later permanent ones if
they go to the moon, for Soviet
scientists have made it clear
they believe the American.
wastea money, eliergy
talent by leaving astronauts on
the moon for such brief periods,
By the time the Russians
head for the moon, if they do,
the U. S. space effort will be
concentrated on manned earth
orbital missions and unmanned
planetary flights, the experts
predict. Dr, Wernher Von
Braun, the federal space
agency's director of future
planning, has set these goals.
U. S. astronaut flights in a
Skylab orbiting laboratory
perhaps by 1973 will be the
forerunner to manned.shuttle
service between_ earth and
stations &perrnanant
-cling-the earth iripre-in the
1980s, if Congress is willing.
• While the Americans beat the
Russians to the punch in the
'field of • manned lunar exploration. tbe Soviet Union is .
believed,to be far ahead in the .
development of a reusable
Spate Shuttlecraft.
• National Aeronautics and
Space -Administration sources. r
claim the Russians are nearly
ready to order development of
a shuftlecraft. while in this

cosmonauts or astronauts
would fear to probe or Just
couldn't reach, according to
Russian scientists.
The Russians suffered a
grave setback in their manned
lunar exploration timetable in
1969, when their largest booster
was destroyed in a launch pad
explosion and fire. But now
they are preparing to flight test
the new SS-12 giant booster to
evaluate its role as a moon
rocket
comparable
to
America's Saturn V
Evidence that the Russians
now plan manned moon landings
despite
their
downgrading of the Apollo
program was seen by -observers in the flights of Cosmos
379 and 382 late last year. A
study of the missions has
convinced
S experts they
were tests brhig h-ener&v upper
stages for rockets, required for
any manned flight to the moon
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Although Mario Thomas'
ABC situation comedy series
"That Girl," ends its nighttime
network career this season
after five years, you'll be seeing
the reruns around for a long
time to come on many stations
via syndication. Metromedia
Producers Corporation acquired distribution rights to 136
weekly episodes.

High Team Game )SC)
661
CHAMPS
623
WINNERS
TROPHIES

High Team Series Sc)(
Champs
Winners
Trophies
SPLITS CONVERTED
Nancy Clark
Martha Ails
4,Sa1lie Gay
Valada Stuart
Julia Freeman
Barbara Merino

5-7
3
2-7
3-10
5-9

1-10

FESTIVAL PREVIEW—Five Murray State University coeds from around the globe provide a
preview of the International festival planned April 24 by posing in native costume on the campus.
They are (left to right): Chain Yuan Chow of Taiwan, Kiran Allan of India, Kyoko Cooper of Japan.
Masako Cornell of Hawaii, and Pau-suan Ho of Taiwan. Sponsored by the International Stude-.8
Association at Murray State, the second annual festival will consist of international exhibits And a
talent show in the University School auditorium. Eighty-nine foreign studdnts attending curies at
Murray State during the spring semester represent 26 countries.

HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
Champs
2301 DOGS STEAL SHOW
dogs who stole tne snow
Winners
2257 HUNTINGTON, W. Va. (UPI) Sunday.
Trophies
2232 —Easter is supposed to be a About 50 persons turned out
time for bunnies, but it was the for this city's annual Easter
High Ind. Game (HC)
Julia Freeman
197
Barbara Merino
Barbara Meriono
181
Jane Buchanan
180

parade, while practice for the
Huntington Kennel Club Association's annual show at a nearby
park drew almost 300

High Ind. Game (HC)
Julia Freeman
243
Barbara Merino
230
Sallie Guy
223

155
155
151
151
147
142
142
140
138
138
137
137

Hospital Report
April 8, 1971
ADULTS 90
NURSERY 6,
NEWBORN ADMISSION

DISCOUNT
DRUG
PRICES
At Your
All New

High lad. Series'(HC)
Margie Chapman
615
Edna LaM stus
605
Julia Freeman
603
High Averages
Margaret Morton
Glenda Hill
Jane Buchanan
Martha Ails
Verona Grogan
Margie Chapman
Edna LaMastus
Pat Scott
Hilda Bennett
Sallie Guy
Kay Addison
Vaieda Stuart

Now You Know
Table tennis is playea oy
striking a hollow white celluloid
ball 4v2-43/4 inches in circumference with a paddle over a net 6
inches high and 6 feet long
fixed across a dark, nonreflecting table top 9 feet by 5
feet, situated 30 inches from
the ground.

ARE COMING
TO MURRAY

High Ind. Series (SC)
Margie Chapman
492
Edna LaMastus
482
Jane Buchanan
474

DRUG STORE
ON TARGET AT CAMP KYSOC ... Two young campers with
the help of their instructors learn the sport of archery during their •
stay at Camp Kysoc at Carrollton. The Easter Seal resident camp
operated by the Kentucky Easter Seal Society will serve more
'than SOS young handicapped Kentuckians in the coming sprina
and summer months. Most of the campers attend two-weeb
sessions at the special camp for the physically handicapped.

ANGELA DAVI udge Alan
A. Lindsey (above) said "I
am now, and always have
been unalterably opposed
to racial prejudice . ." in
refusing to disqualify himself at her murder trial
in San Rafael, Calif.

Central Shopping
Center
Opening Mon.,
Apr. 19
Grand Opening
April 23-24

OUR TAX RIDEOFT

Baby Boy `Morefield (Mrs.
Charlott Marie Morefield ), Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville.
DISMISSALS
Wiliam Arthur !tine!, 403 N. 1st,
Murray, Mrs. Marsha Carol
Phillips, Rt. 1, Hardin, Master
Charles Mark Duncan, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Herman Kelly Ellis,
Rt. 4, Murray, Miss Ginger Rae
Griffin, Dexter, Maxie Allen
Parrish, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Mary
Lop Hutson, Rt. 4, Murray,
Master Timothy Kyle Roberts,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Barbara Joe
Denison, 24 Orvhard Heights,
Murray, Mrs. Murie Sills Dunnway, Rt, 8, Murray, William
Henry Miller, 908 Sycamore,
Murray, MPS. Lillian Ivey R,ffman, 1641
Miller
Me,,
Murray, Mrs. Annie Masor
Stalls, Ht. a, Hazel, airs.
Christeen Briscoe, Rt. 3 Box 16,
Murray.
peil 5, 1971
ADULTS 103
NURSERY 4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

9 1Pent,141."

1

NEW YORK (GPO—Neat
season's lineup has "CBS Reports" listed as a two-hour,
once-a-month series on Thursday nights instead of As
current alternate-week, onehour Tuesday night status. Its
alternate, "60 Minutes," becomes a weekly series from 6
to 7 p.m. on Sundays.

Wt.L
69$
63 45
55 53
54 54
53 53
51 57
49 59
38 70
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DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda Juanita Noel, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Mrs. Linda Day Odom and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs..
Jeanne Lynn Paschall a nri Rohr;
Carolyn
Boy, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Ann Ramsey, 1510 Nash Dr.,
Murray, Miss
Bobbie Jean
Reyes, 225 Elizabeth Hall MSU
Murray, Mrs., Majorie Wells
Barnett, P. P. Box 263, Murray,
Mrs. Jerline Curling, Rt. 9,
Benton, William Freeman Fitts,
113 N. 7th, Murray.

Truck Output Soars
DieWASHINGTON
sel trucks manufaCtured fl
the U.S. totaled 114.87'
units in 1969, more thin
four times the number Flr,
duccd in 1961.

5.72cents
The "IRS" allows 12e per mile for'business
driving. That means a potential saving of 6.18i
per mile in driving a Dat,sun.'•
Fig 'uie it this way
Authoritative Road & Track magazine'
conducted 'an.Extended Use Test on'our 510
2-Dpor that incltided: Delivered price with tax
and license. Routine maintenance, repairs. Gas
cat 24.5-miles per gallon). Kelley Bluebook resale.
The resulting 5.72e Per mile was the lowest they
have ever recorded.
'Road & Track's expert testers had some other
nice things to 'say:
"The willing SOHC engine deemed -th thrive
'on punishment.
A peppy, light-steering sedan with Cots of

mile

space inside, attractive styling, good vision' all
around, a comfortable ride...an enjoyable,
entertaining car to drive."
Low-cost driying runs in our
•
family.
Drive a Datsun...then
•Overcillsost per mile for 24,000 miles in Extended Use
Test conducted by Road & 'Mack on A0 Datum 5102-Door
Sedan. serial: PL5104D-04192.
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Editor:

Dear

Dear

Editor:
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KENTUCKY

Cases Are Placed
On Calloway
Court Records

I've been reading the letters to
When the citizens of Murray
cases have been placed
decide April 20 on the question the editor in the paper, and also Several
a listening to all the speakers on on the records of the Calloway
liquor,
of
sale
the
legalizing
of
g this local County Court of Judge Robert 0.
decision will be made which will the radio concernin
llyofwiing
ee
w
comthing.
of
option
Miller during the past twoooaweeks.
likely affect the type
e
say on the Thheurrbecoerrdst
man
one
to
hears
years
for
I
have
will
we
munity
come. For this reason, it is a radio that he thought people
Parton, Mayfield
right to buy
decision which should be made should have the same
I alcohol if they wanted to, as'a
Since
care.
of
deal
great
a
with
ediving
edv,enitridr
a tedSe
$66.5wOhliceosints
those who person would have to buy a jar:
of"tRoculurtcer
fear that all too often
cited y State Police on 10$13.50;
if
said
He
some
their
butter.
speak
peanut
to
feel as I do hesitate
butter, 4-70.
frank Colson, Murray Route
convictions, I feel compelled to one else didn't like peanut
have to buy it. Two, arming wmie intoxicate°.
don't
this
they
on
then
position
my
set forth
These may not be the exact oiled $86.00 costs $13.50; cited by
important question.
but it was State Police on 1-16-71.
Many people enjoy living in a words he used,
John E. Bemont, 160',
By Abigail Van Buren
community in which they are not something to this effect.
constantly confronted with
Well, I don't see how anyone Hamilton, Murray, speeding, fin(
liquor.
could compare alcohol to peanut aw- $10.00 suspended, costs of
DEAR ABBY For the person who disagreed with womAt present, parents in Murray. butter. I never knew of anyone $18.50 paid; cited by State Police
en's Lib when it comes to labeling lavatories, "Ladies and
can freely take their children to getting drunk on peanut butter, on 3-23-71.
Gentlemen'
E. Williamson, Chanute, Kan., a
restaurant without having to or the effects of it causing anyone Jerrylen
any
TWO CAMPFIRE GIRLS KILLED IN RR MISHAP-R.
York
New
7l.
Bo tine, Murray Route
Here's how it's done in cattle country - A
of
trooper the details of a train mishap
state
a
presence
Oklahom
an
the
tells
,
about
engineer
Fe
Sante
worry
up
Three, speeding, costs of $18.5(
to drive reckless, or beat
driver dead and a third girl
businessman and his wife were attending a convention in
which left two 9-year-old campfire girls and a truck
liquor. Legalization of the sale people or murder people and all paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
ler truck of Albert Wilson
semi-trai
Houston. On reaching the convention hall, the wife excused
the
said
a
lend
patrol
highway
would
The
injured critically.
of liquor in Murray
that alcohol causes cited by State ei:Olee on
things
the
second engine of the train
the
hit
it
when
herself saying she had to find a rest room. She headed down
hour
and
an
was traveling at about 50 miles
sort of moral support
never heard of a
II
three cars.
derailed
the corridor, but when .she found the rest rooms she was respectability to drinking. I fear people to do. I've
and
public
Murray,
Bell,
person becoming an alcoholic Glen
to
more confused than ever, turned atound, rushed back to her
lead
cost
likely
$10.00
fined
would
drunkenness,
greatly that it
a
from eating peanut butter.
husband and asked impatiently, "Hey, what am I
a lowering of community stan- This man's statement com- $25.50; cited by Sheriff on 3-29-71. TOO MUCH BREATH
0
V
steer or a heifer"
Walker, 414 South 8th LONDON (UPI )-Bill Fenti4 DAYS LEFT!
dards in other areas as well.
paring alcohol with peanut butter Hedy
It is sometimes argued that is about the most rediculous thing Street, Murray, driving while rnan said the 500 customers
Take a
DEAR V. 0.: If he didal say "a heifer," he gaNe her a
intoxicated, fine of $100.00 cost jammed into his pub got so
those who really want to drink that I have ever heard.
loam steer.
can drive elsewhere and obtain I have this to say to that man; $13.50, both suspended; cited by excited watching a couple
.
0m
01e
14-7
liquor. This, of course, is largely God still loves you. He died for Sheriff on 9-C
my
perform a nude ballet that their
and
summer
this
married
be
to
plan
I
DEAR ABBY
I wonder if
, Murray breath misted over a transHowever,
Coleman
true.
Eugene
been
have
who
you please
won't
So
too.
you
problem is what to do about my parents
anybody really believes that reconsider the things you said? Route Five, jacklighting, fine parent plastic screen in front of
divorced for four years.
legalizing the sale of liquor here To everyone in Murray, I say $150.00 costs $13.50, both the dancers.
which
wedding,
church
elegant
an
I have always wanted
will decrease liquor con- please vote against having this suspended; cited by Department "Then everyone complained
will cost a lot. My mother can well afford it, and says she
urnption. Indeed, it is almost legal whiskey in Murray, lets try of Fish and Wildlife on12-29-69; they couldn't see," said Fenti-s
at your
will gladly give it to me. but I can't have my father there.
certain to increase it. If the sale to keep our town decent. We are weapons confiscated as being man, who added he had to
she
if
says
mom
but
away,
me
I want my father to give
in,
stopped
offense
commission of
of soft drinks were
return the 24 cent entry fee to
against any kind' of alcoholic used in
makes the wedding her father will give me away. I love my
Murray, I have little doubt but drinks, legal or otherwise. were 12 ga. Winchester Model 50 some customers.
me
give
father
own
my
have
rather
would
but
I
er,
grandfath
automatic load, 12 volt spotlight, "They could have had fur
that there would be fewer soft
away.
consumed here.
irinks
three 12 ga. shot shells, 30-30 coats on for all we know," said
Martin
Elbert
Mr. and Mrs.
My father is broke. The divorce took everything he had,
We are told that if liquor sales
Winchester rifle and shells, and Pearl Cooper, a 41-year-old
and now be has a new wife and family to support. Mom is are legalized in Murray, there'
22 shells.
six
housewife.
but
Times
single, and she hasn't spoken to dad since the divorce,
Spinks, Murray,
will be lessend danger from The Ledger &
ION
Lawrence
If taxes ore o pain in the
regardless of what happened between them, I still love my drunken drivers. This is by no Murray, Kentucky
neck to you, let KOCK do MUM.
unnecessary noise, fined $10.00, MAIN OK'S AMENDMENT
to
fair
being
she's
think
don't
but
I
too.
mom,
I
dad. love
the icskr. In no hcre. your
AND
means certain. Those who now
costs ot sin.ou suspenaea; cited WASHINGTON (UPI)
make me choose between a lovely wedding without dad, or drive from the state line or from Dear Editor:
return is prepared, doublethe 176
Sheriff on 2-25-71
become
by
has
Maine
STATE
none at all. What do you think' SOMETHING BLUE IME3 other communities after having
checteo and guorante•d.
to ratify a proposed
For several weeks now we have Harold Blythe, Mayfield, state
beverages
Try
enjoying
for
occurocy.
alcoholic
to
nt
consumed
Amendme
DEAR BLUE: Unless yea Can persuade your mother to
fine /constitutional
taxes frir o change,
to drive read and heard much about speeding,costs of 118.50 paid,
in all
UP
change her mind, you will have to make a choice. I feel that would likely continue
; cited by lower the voting age to 18
suspended
the
in
alcohol
of
$10.00
of
control"
"legal
local
from
influence
the
under
aside
own
feelings
their
elections.
pat
have
parted should
GMARANTIt
parents who
6-7-70.
on
an
will
be
There
Police
State
Murray.
of
city
We guar°Mee oCcyr, oteporatnan of every lox retorn
and from local parThe action by the Maine
when it comes to the weddings of their offspring. If they sales spots
election on April 20 to determine Randy Oliver, Hazel, reckless
If we Melte any errors that tont you any penalty or
brought the
Friday
e
legislatur
,
can't do that, then the bride and groom should ask their ties.
suspended
-re•esr
interest we will pay the .penalty or ,
liquor interests whether Murray Will stay "dry" driving, fine of $10.00
the
of
near
Backers
to
on
ratificati
for
drive
of
those
in
the
presence
by State
clergyman to perform the ceremony
that the or go "wet". No one has costs of 18.50 paid; cited
saying
of
proposal
fond
are
The
point.
the halfway
Mends and relatives the young people want, and let the batto me just Police on 3-26-71.
prohibition of the sale of liquor adequately explained
by 38 states
tling parents sit home with their grudges.
Blackburn, 1608 College must be approved
is.
really
control
Gary
legal
what
enforced.
be
the 26th
cannot possibly
becomes
it
before
of
I was born and raised in Farm Road, speeding, fine
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
Complete enforcement probably
Amendment to the Constitution.
$18.50
of
costs
,
suspended
Kentucky
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Hoodwinked," and all the
County,
n
$10.00
is not possible. However, we do Henderso
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.
other nice girls who were fooled by married men who posed not reason that, since we cannot where alcohol has supposedly paid, cited by State Police on 3-20cited by State Police on 3-26-71.
as bachelors. First of all, Abby, your answer was a dud. You totally enforce laws against been under legal control for 71.
Pho0a-753-9204
said, "Be a little more fussy. And if you don't know the man, stealing or against murder, these many years. Yet, most every Phillip Bazzell, Murray Route Charles Housden, Murray, cold
$10.00
$10.00
costs
fined
,
of
checking
fine
mEMT HiCiSs.Auv
NO
to
speeding,
had
APPOINT
we
One,
know the fixer-upper"
laws should be removed from the time we went into town
on 3-31-71.
Some of the fixer-uppers mean well, but they, too, have books. Our present laws against walk around the drunks suspended, costs of $18.50 paid: $25.50; cited by Sheriff
been fooled. And how can a girl be "more fussy," when liquor should be stringently staggering out of saloons and,
houses!'
some of the biggest liars even go to church with you!
enforced. lfz„the sale of liquor beer houses. Road
Here's my answer: Girls, demand proof If a man says were legalized, a lack of en- throughout the county were filled
he's divorced, ask to see his divorce papers. If he tries to forcement could stilk%tist in such almost every night with men and
tug at your heart strings by telling you he's a widower, ask areas as sales to minors and women who drank enough to
Conducted by
Source of Inform...non: Survey
make them incapable of sensibly
to see his wife's death certificate If he's over 25 and says Sunday sales.
h Found•tion, Chncigo
R
Arnernc•n BusIn••• Men •
Is
ask.
me
Let
car.
their
driving
that
she
lives
also
made
If
he's never been married, ask to meet his mother.
The argument is
An increased proportion of expendable consumer
out of town, tell him you'd like to call or write to her. Also, moral issues cannot be legalized. this legal control'
Income Is now going for Intoxicants. Isaving
ask him where he works, and tell him you would like to call It is true that people cannot be Bootleging has been a problem
leas money to be •pent for other goods
Alcoholic b
P.,
and servIce•
the personnel department to check his status
made moral simply by the in that county during all the years
chases must be paid for in cash. •o
I lived in Alaska for five years and I have seen many passing of laws. However, that alcohol has been legally sold.
iconpanie• doing a heavy volume of
credit trusine•• are finding many
hearts broken by married -bachelors" I have been shown murder, perjury, and stealing Is this legal control?
accounts lawn)) and credit ri•k•
divorce papers and death certificates and am now married are moral issues. Our laws do not On October 6, 1970, my father
Knoxville's population death rate
inc Teasing.
rose
accidents
e
vehicle
automobil
motor
was
Sy•tem'•
in
an
from
killed
evils,
The Federal R
to a man who not only showed me his divorce papers but told completely prevent these
c•from 5.9 In 1960 (fIr•t sin months
Dt•trIct report of Retail
Sixth
to
way
his
on
27
9.n
to
year)
dry
la•t
me he admired my spunk and respected me for my princi- but we believe that laws help in accident while
the
of
Store Sales •hows that Knoxfriends in the
1962 (after legal liquor •ale• fully
vdle'• retail •ales incre•sed
"FUSSY" IN OAK PARK, 11.1., :hese areas of moral concern. work. Two of his
year after legal liquor
e•tabloshed).
9% the year before legal liquor carne in, but the
On of the arguments most car with him were also killed. A
A.
•ale• begat, the retail sales DECREASED 4%
A 312% INCREASE
DEAR FUSSY: For girls who want to impress men vitt frequently heard for legalized fourth man in his car was injured
IN TRAFFIC DEATHS
their "spank." your answer was better than mine. Thanks liquor sales is the economic and is now totally unable to work.
u 11tt eerlaed
fi
'
E•
Foatee99i4c9
for writing.
argument. proponents of liquor My father's car was hit head-on
DOES ass.e.dmie,
the things
Accordneug to liquor traffic propaganda. bootlegging os• one of
LEGAL LIQUOR'
sales make it so.end as if Murray by a drunken driver. Dad didn't
9.ANT TO PAY THE PRICE OF
which the legal sale of whiskey in Knoxville was dettigned to stop. It has
his
brakes.
DEAR ABBY: Ten years ago, when I was 18 and wanted is being greatly weld behind other have time to apply
annletti to do so. Knoxvnlle eiee.paper• continue to carry regular •ccoust•
trtrtrtrIrtrtrst,
the
of raid• conducted against boestleegine operations in Knox County end
to shave my legs, my dad would have done anything to stop communities of like size for this The drunk was not even slightly
annual report. of our state Incense beverage department r•ve•1 that much
in
his
alcohol
He
bought
injured.
if
record•
one
Yet,
Iveipailable
Int
compares
reason.
me.
illicit liquor in still brittns sold in Knoxville! The
ell•Ke
o almost two and one half times as many Illepal flu4 were •eised
shw
Murray's economic state with a town where it is under legal
Yes, there does seem to be a new trend in parents!
21y,.
.„
Eirito
e
r_!!_y•
, is in the avera
.cc avertnee legally wet came)
surrounding control. Tell me, does this make
The "go natural" look is what adults have been wishing that of some
A
man
my
legal?
death
father's
had
which
have
es
communiti
kids would find for years. Now that they've found it, the
adults complain. I give up!
UNDER 30 legal sales of liquor for many whose mind could not function
ba•ic crIrne r•ter for
years, Murray comes out quite properly because it was poisoned
Connp•ring Knoinville's
full dry year (1959), we find
1962 wnth the last
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get k off well indeed. The offer of thirty by alcohol which was legally sold
:rot Arne•o.an fifs.nners Me, a ReSearr,r,
the following data.
Foundatnon Prlind Inc eeeee d incidents of
your cheat. %rite to ABBY, Box wee. Los Angeles, Cal. pieces of silver can alter the to him was responsible for the
"dr
nrikinped-gies and dim regard for liquor
RAPE - UP 313%
MURDER - UP 37%
IsaliM. For a personal reply enclose stomped. addressed thinking of some people. death of three people. Were these
lao•%eieena(er• after legal sale& beeen
ASSAULT - UP' I16%
- UP 475.
ROBBERY
of Knoxville newspaper ittorne•
Aeheck
envelope.
However, I believe strongly that deaths legal. This roan is now
LARCENY - UP-41%
BURGLARY - UP 96%
any weekend will reve•I thi• increase
.
The
the great majority of citizens of running free. Is this legal con• in youthful drinking probleme
INCREASED 60%
ARRESTS for ALL OFFENSES
above rnent toned Foundation discovered
Murray will agree that some trol?
them."
find
would
people
where
ins
eeeee
po
or
that "minors drinking
LITERARY ROBIN HOOD
AFFORD
CAN 04103
things are just not to be done for When my family and I moved
alcoholic beverages_ in public are up
SAN FRANCISCO r UM-A
LIQUOR'
t to Calloway County, I was thankto four times a• frequently found in
'HE PRILE OF LEGA:
But police burglary inspectors money: If we are willing
with
man charged
(wher• liquor Is legally
Witt
young
Kochek, legalize liquor for money, shall ful to be a part of a clean county,
Kurt
that
Friday
said
sold) as compared to dry
public
stealing 450 books from
Cost
the
of
city
a
part
and
to
the
be
where
COWnt
checked the books out we go beyond that to legalize
libraries insists he's a literary 20, who
4C4/IIST lieVOR!
under 13 different gambling for the same purpose streets do not reflect the flashing
VOTE
Robin Hood who "gave 'em of the library
of them. on the theory that people will liquor signs • and where my
20
least
at
sold
names,
them
or
left
away to friends
gamble anyway' Shall we have children don't have to walk by
licensed and taxed houses of the places where this bottled
LADY GOMA
the girl walked out of the prosttitution in Murray on the poison is sold.
TWYFORD, England I UPI ILet's pray and hope that the
bushes., toward him as if there theory that since people will be
Twerford police constables said
immoral anyway, the community citizens of Murray Will take a
when
and,
an
had
been
accident
lleajay they are looking for a
stand and vote to keep. our
he stopped, whipped open her should be making money in the
y6ung blonde who has been
process' If drug abuse continues beautiful city dry.
to
show
coat
fur
midi-length
Lady
haunting motorists .with a
to become more popular, shall we
herself nude underneath. •
Godiva-like approach-.
Sincerely,
follow this theory to have
One motorist reported that
Roy
Gibson
licensed sale of marijuana,
heroin, LSD,and other drugs? A ,
number of studies have shown I BENEVOLENT 'KIDNAPERS
that states spend more in direct' BANGKOK
UPI 1-Sa-N got
alcohol-caused expenses than is Vareevichanont, 55, owner of a
brought in by liquor taxes. This fish sauce factory, retvaided
is just the economic side of the each of five men he said
issue without taking into account kidnaped him with $5 Frate.
the broken homes, broken lives, "for treating me so well- in
and deaths on the highways captivity.
caused by drinking.
Sa-Ngob smiled as he nlerpfi_
In view of all the harm caused lied the suspects at the polire
by liquor consumption, we should station after their -eaptike He
not make liquor more easily said the kidnapers had provided
obtainable with a degree of him with good food and even
community sanction for its use, gave him a •maisage before he
but rather we should make liquor was freed
difficult to obtain. Laws won't do
Phon4153-4421
the job by themselves, but laws
North 16th Street
Associate
Professor.
of
help.
(This Is A Paid Political Advertisement)
(CLOSED SUNDAYS)
Mathematics
Murray State University
gincerely,
Harvey L. Elder
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Do YOU Want
This To Be "The- M.ioray Story?"
It Is Up To YOU!
* Tuesday, April 20,' 101 foVOTE NO!
VOTE DRY

University Inn
Restaurant
SERVING ENTIRE MEALS
DAILY & NIGHTLY
Plenty of Parking Space!

Vote FOR Murray

Not Against It!

(MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DRY LEAGUE)
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This has reference to your
editorial of March 31, under the
heading "Lt. Calley, 'Patsy' For
the Peaceniks". While I anis
sure it was not intended it does
tend to make those of us who
oppose our policy of policeman of
the world, appear to be tin
patiotic, hence subject tc
ridicule.
Rather than to think, that the
conviction of this unfortunate
young man may well be one of the
blackest marks in American
History, I prefer to think history
will ultimately record our involvement in Indo-China, to be
the blackest mark of them all.
AP-te the evi ce against
BUSINESS-UNIVERSITY MEETING-Dr. Jerry L. Jordan second from right), vice-president of Colley being extrenely sketchy,
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis and speaker at a Business-University Seminar at Murray this man admitted doing
State University recently, is shown as he talks with people from the campus community. They are everything as charged,but he felt
(lett to right) Phillip Tibbs, dean of the School of
Business; Angela Humphrey of Ramsey, MIN he had to do it because he was
Murray State; and Vernon Anderson, professor of accounting and chairman of the committee which ordered to do so. This, his immediate superior, Capt. Medina
planned the seminar.
denied so doing. Such an order if
given, should have been ignored
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
ccording to Army regulations or
zation precanceled envelope, code.
An 8-cent envelope and 11May 10, Baltimore, Md., 21233.
cent air mail envelope, May 6,
I am enclosing a clipping from
Cost is 8 cents per envelope,
Williamsburg, P a., 16693.
Views of the
the Reader's
will
be
stamp
a
5-cent
because
These are priced at 10 cents
Courier Journal dated April 6,
first-class
the
cover
to
affixed
and 13 cents respectively.
which is not privileged nor is it
rate.
A 16-cent Ernie Pyle stamp,
copyrighted, therefore, I would
WASHINGTON, April 10.- May 7, Washhigton, 20013.
A 21-cent air mall stamp, appreciate your printing it along
(UPI) - Postmaster General
An 11-cent air mail stamp,
May 21, Washington, 20013.
with the above. It was written by
Winton M. Blount announced May 7, Spokane, Wash., 99210.
A 15-cent aerogramme, May Daniel H. Newton, 1st . U.
Saturday the release of severA 60-cent special delivery
80607.
Chicago,
28,
Knox,
al new stamps and other postal stamp, May 10, Phoenix, Ariz.,
A 10-cent international post USAR,now stationed at Ft.
Items.
65206.
up
best
think
it
sums
Ky.,
and
I
inter15-cent
surface
and
card
A 9-cent air mail post card
ALL IN THE DAY'S WORK—Ortr-d' uty directing traffic in
Blount said philatelists
national air mail post card, all of what I've read or heard the
should use the names of cities and 9-cent air mail stamp,
Memphis, Tenn., police offider B. R. Love applies mouthpast few days, why the jury of
June 10, New York, 10001.
and zip codes in ordering May 15, Kitty Hawk, N.C.,
to-mouth resuscitation to save the life of 2-month-old
Blount said the design of the combat veterans and career
27949.
first-day cancellations.
Jeremy Henry. The-parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Hennew items and philatelic de- soldiers, all infantrymen by the
A 1.7-cent nonprofit organ'.
The list:
ry of Stuart, yla., had stopped their car and told the
tails will be announced later.
way, could render no other
T h e announcement was verdict and be honest with
patrolman their baby was choking to death.
the
made in connection with
themselves. From their records,
anticipated changes in postage decorations, etc., these men
rates. The 8-cent Eisenhower represent our fighting men much
stamp and 8-cent flag already better that did U. Calley.
lave been released.
Nevertheless, I have nothing but
sympathy for U. Caney, without
condoning his actions, and hope
and pray the final punishment be
the Kentucky Air Pollution
as lenient as possible, taking into
By Marva Gay
Control Commission in Frankconsideration the age and exWriter
Special
Yeager said the complaints
fort.
perience,
training,
etc.,
of
this
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Arthur E.
more effectively hanBeard, executive director for Us young man. A not guilty verdict FRANKFORT, Ky.-Man's could be
an area covered by
if
in
dled
however,
would
have
made
the
Are weeds and insect
and
his
uses
of
fire
Kentucky Traffic Safety,
need for heat
That excludes
regulations.
whole
trial
a
farce
in
the
eyes
of
pests sapping the "grow
dinating Committee, announced
brought on the current "age of
cigarette smoke,dusty roads and
wer" in your garden?
that the state's highway death the world in my opinion.
pollution," according to .U. B.
cars, he noted.
p them with Kill-Ko!
toll for the first quarter of 1971
*Yeager, an engineering con•
I
feel
Calley
is
Hold clinics for training of
Just
as
guilty
so
n 1 Garden Dust
was down 13 per cent from the
sultant with the Kentucky Air +
majority
of
us
operators
of heating equipment.
the
in
these
are
ntrols insects on a
same period during 1970, and 20
Pollution Control Commission
States. Democratic,
The KAPCC has conducted
wide variety of plants,
per cent from the first quarter of 'United
(KAPCC
Republican, Socialist, American
clinics within the. last
well as numerous
1969.
, Yeager told a recent meeting of twelve
seasei. - -Commonwealth
party
or
year.
makese
Beard said al-EU for-liC fleet
the Morehead Women's Club that
Available in 1 lb. cans
difference. I should think we
Set up local improvement or
three months of this year stands no
the needs for heat and fire will +
and 4 lb. bags.
Americans
would
not
be
carried
civic beautification projects.
at
181,
as
pollution
does
not
compared
to
207
at
the
increase
but
e for every pest
+ .Compile and read literature
end of the first quarter of 1970, away by emotionalism and feel have to increase with it
and 226 for the first quarter of that we are always right. We "Modern man produces air- about air pollution.
seem to have reached the point
1969.
borne wastes by practically
The safety official said the we can do no wrong when it everything he does in the act of
decrease
is
particularly comes to our own interests. modern living-tilling the soil,
significant, since last year's drop Conscience is a forgotten word; cutting trees, building, cloking,
probably was due in large part to in fact some of us seem to have heating his home, producing
heavy mows that kept motorists never heard or the word or goods, getting rid of garbage and
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
realize its meaning. Previously,
off the road.
traveling," Yeager said.
what the American Indians, The
'The degree of control must
Germans, Japanese, Russians,
change for the better, he added.
North Koreans and now the North
Yeager said the seriousness of
Vietnamese did, is what It.
the pollution problem is conCalley did, but because
he
ditional."It depends upon what is
represented the USA he is
where, in what amount
involved,
proclaimed a hero, but the other
and how."
guys committed atrocities so we
zones, air
say. No matter who, when, He said is some
injurious to
be
pollution
may
where, what, or why, an atrocity
plants but not to physical
in an atrocity. Man. if all those
and animal
others had been black, we would Property or to human
the
places,
health.
In
other
really have a point would we not?
situation may be somewhat
Morally,
we
are
no
better,
every
seve
Kentuckians reading
One out of
perhaps sometime worse, than reversed.
for air
this ad will be in the hospital this year!
other
average
persons Among his suggestions
throughout the world, be they pollution control were:.
And Illness and accidents strike when least expected without concern of financial posiEuropean, Asiatic, African or + Report violations to the
tion. If you are that one person out of seven who will be hospitalized this year, make
whatnot and regardless if they county department of health or to
certain you have -Quality Health Care Benefits which help meet the cost of today's
are Christian, Moslem, Jewish,
health care— selects
Buddhist or members of any of
Night
BLUE CROSS® FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES offers
the other religious sects 3 Dog

Collector Items
Reflect Boosts
In Postal Rates

Traffic Death Rate
Continues to Decline

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

Editor:

'Pollution Age' Brought On
By The Need To Have Heat

BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
Through this procedure each
individual doctor will be given
the same consideration by use of
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The a common standard of selection.
Department of Defense has The Presider.t's Executive
requested the Selective Service Order of April 23, 1970, with
System to call for induction 1531 respect to the phasing out of
Doctors of Medicine, 77 Doctors occupational deferments applies
of Osteopathy and 536 Dentists. to Doctors of Medicine, Dentists
Doctors of Medicine and Doctors and Allied Specialists.
of Osteopathy will enter on active
duty from July 1971 through
January 1972. Dentists will enter
on active duty July through
October 1971.
Kentucky's
proportionate
share of the national call is 28
Doctors of Medicine, 1 Doctor of
Osteopathy and 9 Dentists.
The Kentucky Medical Advisory Committee has considered
cases of Doctors of Medicine and
Doctors of Osteopathy an
Dentists necessary to fill
special call, who are eligible fo
military service under the
amended Military Service Act o
1967.
The membership of the corn
mittee is representative of' the
geographic areas of the state and
was selected by the National
Advisory Committee on the
selection of Doctors of Medicine,
Dentists and Allied Specialists.
We consider the recommendations of the advisory
the
best
committee
as
professional advice available to
the local boards.
To have the maximum fairness
ACTRESS Margaret Markov
and equity we are prepared to enjoys the sand and surf on
appeal any case when the local the beach at Venice, Calif.,
board's classification is contrary where she is filming "Pretto the recommendations of the
ty Maids in a How."
medical advisory committee.
38 Kentucky Doctors
To Be Inducted

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

Fi

NOBODY WANTS Tj

Up to 70 days coverage
Up to $40 per day
Paid in full

BLUE SHIELD®'FOR PHYSICIANS SERVICES offers
, A choice of surgical allowances . . . Schedule C ($270) or Schedule D 1$405)
Allowances For. .. in-hospital medical calls. . x-ray. . . anesthesia
With comprehensive sum °toss. and BLUE SHIELDw, Schedale C or 0, you hie eligible to apply for additional protection available thrOugh the EXTENDED BENEFITS
ENDORSEMENT. This Endorsement odds and increases specified benefits OUT-OF-THEHOSPITAL, DURING HOSPITALIZATION AND FOLLOWING HOSPITWE,ATiON.
Various progAbms and benefits are available ,to eligible individuals,
'families, and employee groups of five or more. Special programs
available for eligible college students and individuals 65 and over.
For more inforrhation, complete and mail the coupon toddy!
(Farm Bureau Members, see'your Form Bureau Agent.)

BLUE
"

KENTUCKY
CROSS" and BLUE

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3ordsfawn
Rood loviavillo Ky 40205
101 B

1

SHIELD

RENTUCAY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC.
BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC,
3101 Bardstown Roads Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502)452-1511

aisarka• SNOW Animation

We Specialize In Your Needs

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9999

(After 5:00, 753-9161)

N-THIS BED BUT...

For each confinement
Choice of room allbWancts
Covered hospital services

egall Y

IS MORE THAN
SUST A WORD
WITH US

•'Mahone Assarat.n of II.. Shninl Pion
..

GROUP PLANS MAY OF FORMID WNfRI
MINI All 5 OR MORI IMPIOHIS

Mart 471
NAME
ADDRESS
TIP
STATE
VT"
•
Please send me, without obligation, information on health core benefits and eligibility
requirements.
0 AS years of age or over
/
I am J 6'A yews of age or under.
0 Interested in forming o eroup
0 A college student
I am: A Blue Cross and Blue Shield member, certificate
E] Interested in upgrading benefits, under age 65
Getting married
r" Reaching 19

throughout the world. It is about
Leads Pack.
time that we too acknowledge
that we are not perfect and do
make mistakes and wil try to
NEW YORK, April 10 make amends.
(UPI) - The top singles in
the pop record field this
In the interest of saving space week based on Billboard's
survey of sales and broadonly the last paragraph of Mr cast play are:
Newton's letter is being printed'
1. "Joy to the World,"
"In my opinion, the issue is Three Dog Night.
Colley murdered
clear cut.
2. "What's Going On,"
civilians in the same way the Marvin Gaye.
Nazis decimated villages during
3. "Just My Imagination
World War II or the Viet Cong Running Away with Me,"
murdered thousands in Hue. Do Temptations.
4. "She's a Lady," Tom
we want our Army to behave like
Jones.
do
Or
the Nazis or the Viet Cong?
5. "Another Day," Paul
we want an Army that does not McCartney.
Intentionally and methodically
6. "Pitt Your Hand in the
murder civilians? A jury of Hand," Ocean.
7. "Me and Bobby Mccombat veterans and career
soldiers gave their answer by Gee," Janis Joplin.
8. "Doesn't Some body
convicting Calley and I applaud
Want to be Wanted," Parthem for it."
tridge Family.
9. "For All ,We Know,"
A. C. Koertner
Carpenters.
10. "One Toke over the
Line," Brewer and Shipley.
11. "Proud Mary," Ike and
BABY FOOD PERIL
Tina Turner.
The addition of unnecessary
12. "I Am . . . I Said,"
salt to commercial baby foods
Neil Diamond.
may be inducing a craving in
13. "Never Can Say Goodthe infant that will lead to high
bye,". Jackson 5.
blood pressure in later years,
14. "Wild World." Cat Stevens.
according to researchers0 the
National
15. "Help Me Make it
B•rookhaven
Through the Night," Sammi
La boratery
Smith

Two ridiculous gimmicks of the 1940's.
1

Everyone laughed when they come
Out with the television.
A box that could shove pictures
froth 3,000 miles away? Absurd.
But everyone ,really cracked up
when we come out with the Volkswagen.
A car with its engine in the back?
,Its trunk in the front? And its radiator
in neither the front nor the bock?
It even looked like a joke.
But time marched on.
•
The television clicked.
The Volkswagen accelerated.
People liked the idea of o car that

didret drink gas like_wpter. Orstoil like
water. Or, for thohnottior;*'An r
even drink water.
Some•stronge people even liked
the idea that it was strange looking.
In fact, Detroit car makers now
like the idea of 'a Volkswagen so
that they decided to make
their own.
And even with all those new small
cars around, the fore of the bug is •
stilt secure. .
This is the first yeor for all of /he
• .
others.
We've had 23 yeors orretrens„

ARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
BOO Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. Oyu sat_ 70 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
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SOVIET PARTY CONGRESS IN MOSCOW
CHEERS FIVE YEAR PLAN TO INCREASE
4READ ANO CLOTHING—RUT NOT Al
THE EXPENSE OF STIES AATO ROCKETS

' ACTIVIST CANDIDATE,
A ILACK, WINS MAYOR
ELECTION IN 1E19E1E1

LIQUOR LICENSES I
OF ALL 14 ELKS
I
MOOSE LOOGCS IS
MASSACHUSETTS
REVOIIED—IACIAL

sate more

.C),0
PAKISTAN PRESIDENT
KHAN ACCUSES INDIA
Of THREATENING
SECURITY Of EAST
PAKISTAN BY MOVING
TROOPS NEAR 101011

AT WORLD TABLE TENNIS
IN NAGOYA. US.'LAVIN
INVITED TO PEKIN*, THR
FIRST SLICH RID SINCE
REDS TOOK OVER IN 1949

DEEP APRIL SHOWERS
OF SNOW BURY ARIAS
Of NORTHEAST U

RECORD WEEK SH4C1 /UN
PUSHES US KILLED IN
VIETNAM TO NEAR 45,000

DALEY GETS h01•111.Y
70 PER CENT VOTE
FOR FIFTH TERM
AS CHICAGO MAYOR

SHOP ROSES 95 BIG DEPARTMENTS
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
and SAVE!
Highway 641 N. — Murray
Quality Merchandise at Low,
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
Low Prices
PRICES GOOD MON.-TUE.-WED.—APRIL 12 13 14

LADIES NYLON STRETCH SLACKS

WON'T GIV UP
GOEAN HEIGHTS

:r
MARXIST PRESIDENT ALLENDE
SEES SOUEAK-ILY IN CHILE'S
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS AS A
VOTE FOR NATIONALIZATION

MONDAY—APRIL 12, 1971

NI

MIUTARY, IN POWE1 IN ARGENTINA
SINCE JUNI 1966, ORDERS MOVES
TO RETUIN TO CONST1TUDONAL
GOVERNMENT II MID-I973

GAZA STRIP 01
AQABA GULF IN
ANY PEACE, IS
ISRAEL STAND

YOUTHFUL "PEOPLE'S
INERATION ARMY"
GANGS ON TERROR
RAMPAGE IN CEYLON

BANKAMERICARD
A 114 AAA

By PENNY LERNOUX
Copley News Service
BOGOTA, Colombia — A
large question mark hangs
over South America's largest
surviving democracy.
Only six months after
assuming office, President
Misael Pastrana is facing
severe social unrest. Strikes,
rural land invasions and
student demonstrations have
escalated in recent weeks.
ine climate is so tense that
there is serious talk of a
military coup in a country
where the armed forces have
long abstained from direct
participation in politics.
While the government and
certain sectors of the national
press have attempted to pin the
blame on -foreign subversive
elements,- Colombia's current
problems are home-grown for
the most part.
There is nothing new about
student-labor agitation in
Colombia Indeed, today's
social panorama bears much
resemblance to 1965 when
President Guillermo Leon
Valencia, a Conservative like
Pastrana, governed a tenuous
administration beset
labor
strikes and student demonstrations.
Then as now, the cause of
unrest was disenchantment
with the status quo as
represented by the traditional
political parties and a powerful
commercial oligarchy.
Although important advances
in the economy's performance
have been made since then, a
large percentage of Colombia's
21 million population continues
to live in poverty. Annual per
capita income is only $300.
While the last six years have
done little to improve the lot of
the peasant or slum dweller,
they have taught him the power
of the vote and the uses of
:violence.

Transistor radio also has
made him aware of changes in
other South American countries, particularly Chile, Peru
and Bolivia, where leftist
nationalist regimes are
promising a new — some say
impossible — utopia for the
landless and jobless
The bell began to toll in
Colombia in April, 1970, when
former dictator Gustavo Rojas
Pinilla, a demagogue appealing to the poverty-stricken
masses, was narrowly defeated
by Pastrana In the presidential
elections. To this day, many
Colombians remain convinced
the election was rigged against
Rojas.
While Rojas' political star is
in descent because of divisions
within his party, the restive
poor who voted for him are still
very much in existence. No one
knows what will happen in 1974
when the next presidential
elections are scheduled. The
situation seems customdesigned for a new demagogue,
whether of the extreme right or
left.
Colombia's traditional
pares. the Conservatives arid
Liberals, who have shared
power since 1958 under a
peculiar arrangement known
as the National Front, no
longer represerst-anyone, a fact
even the parties' leaders admit
privately. In 1974 when the
National Front ceases to exist,
the race for power will be wide
open.
Last April's election results
shocked many Colombians,
including Pastrana and the
Establishment. Pleasant, intelligent and well-intentioned,
Pastrana figures Colombia had
one last chance before 1974 to
initiate structural reforms
which -would forestall or
eliminate the possibility of
violent revolution.
"We don't have much time,"
he said before his election.

OUTSIDE CHANCE
leady. a South Vietnasnese7kiil.
,,,,I.ixi 'hoick
14 a Huey helicopter near Firebase II near Laotian border, looking for a potshot target

HOT PANTS

OPT1CALT
AYLESBURY,
England
I UPI)—The
plane
spiralled
toward the ground and the
passerby ran for a telephone.
Within minutes five fire engines, four police cars and an
ambulance were on the scene.
When they arrived, they
,Isiund Michael Watts with a
damaged radio controlled toy
airplane.
"I suppose it could look like a
real plane from a distance,"
.aid Watts as he surveyed
aamage to the thre-foo
wingspan model

:
gy.
les
Street
-*-9112 F
14tg000

MENS BANLON

Ni

•

Save Mite At Roses

LADIES SCUFFS
A

GIRLS

wide assortment
of ladies scuffs in
many different
fabrics.

SHOR
T SETS
100% Stretch
Nylon
Double Knit

• Striped Sleveless Top
• Matching Solid Shorts
Sizes 4-6X
Sizes 7-14

$1

22 CAI.
pashul
Tri City

Jeans

AVOC41
Ken me
antique
13. Phoi

Blue Denim.
Button front, patch pockets.
Just what all the boys are
looking for.

Sizes 4-6X

100% ACETATE
KNIT
60 Inches Wide

Reg. s-v $ i 58
'2.88 1" 1 Yd-

All New
NI 4

Heavy duty plastic.
Two' lift out trays.
REG. '3.66

Reg.
$1.38

Liven up your windows, -Make a bed
spread and matching curtains. Washable.

yd $1

91tyd

18

K-TEL KNITTER

$2.99

BON
DED
KNITS
Just In Time For

Spring Sewing. -

Idea I For Pant-Suits
Reg. $1.21,

FULL
springs
price. P
FOR L
Pets cle
dectric
Auto, '

CREOS
barn a
and boa
Co., Mal
Ky.
FROM
all, on c
Lustre
$I. Big I.

yd.

Knits and crochets with
one needle. As advertised
on TV.

hiro $2
.
92

NE
DRAPERY PRINTS

Reg. 3 $1

Mix and match
these prints and solids
for pretty Spring
clothes. Permanent
press, 45 inches wide

Ideal for sportswear, comes in colorful
prints and matching solids. 100% cotton
35-36 inches
wide.

Sewing Chest

STRIPE

CASE 5
disc, ai
1218.

Playwear Duck

Dan River On -Ron fabric. Lovely pastel rOlOrs.
- 38 to 39
inches wide

91t yd

C.B. R.
753-2237

KILT CLOTH

Red, white & blue prints for
sportswear or dresses. Machine
' washable. 45 inches wide.

68C

7x16 C
sharp.
Irvine(

Sizes 7-14

AMERICANA PRINTS

CUB
raower
cultiva
3970.

1970 Y,
miles.

$1.96 $2.84
D.ff
$1.96 $2.84

ARE COMING
JO MURRAY
At Your

Opening Mon.,
Apr. 19
Grand Opening
A • HI 23-24

FOR

BOYS

DISCOUNT
PHOTO
SUPPLY
PRICES

Central Shopping
-Center

BOY'S
4. W
boat s4
8731

$3.68

Hoya Stripe & Solids

DRUG STORE

14' (
fIshin4
Svinri
after 5

Free & Easy is
how you'll feel
Regular
in one of these
53•99
short sleeve Banlon shirts.
Asstd. colors.
Sizes S-M-L.

$2.99 to $4.99

"MIDDLE" MAN --- Railpax Chairman David W.
Kendall is shown before
the Senate Appropriations
Subcommittee in Washington, where he is being besieged by legislators who
demand restoration of train
passenger service to their
cities and states.

C91.(1.t

cellI

SHIRTS

The newest item on the fashion scene!
ROSES has a large selection in various
styles and fabrics.

Bill Strode Named
Campus Chairman
Bill Strode of Owensboro, a
junior at Murray State University, was appointed Campus
Chairman today for Sen. Henry
Beach, candidate for Lieutenant
Governor in the May 25th
Democratic primary.
Strdtie is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity and a
member of the Inter-Fraternity
Council. He is an Agricultural,
:
Business major and has attendee
Murray State University for the
last three years.
The appointment was an
nounced Li+ *even D. Yater of
Owensboro,
State
Youtt
Chairman for Senator Beach.
In a joint statement Strode and
Yater said "We hope to continue and improve our youth
involvement in this campaign at
Murray and across the state
because we believe through our
active involvement that we can
have a constructive voice in our
state government."
Yates also said that Senator
Beach will be in Murray on April
XIth

THE
Norgt

Sleevless Knit Tops

Events have shown Colombia
has even less time thaa
Pastrana predicted.
Impatient of a slow agrarian
reform, peasants have seized
356 farms in land invasions
since the beginning of the year.
Ten people were killed in the
cities of Cali, Medellin and
J. Edgar licaner
Popayan and 47 injured in
-Bogota during student riots.
Employes of the state beer and
maritime eaterprises went on
strike followed by teachers and
the Union of Colombian
Workers, the largest labor
federation in the country.
"We are tired of words instead of action," explained a
labor leader. Even Pastrana's
closest collaborators will admit
there is some validity in this
complaint. Despite the obvious
implications of the April
election results, the traditional
parties have ignored the
handwriting on the wall and
continued their internal
squabbling. Important
legislation that might alleviate
social pressures has been
blocked by a congress inUNDER THE FR-EYE-FART-terested only in its members' House Democratic Leader
salaries. And Pastrana himself
Boggs of Louisiana.,
seems to spend more time jells reporters in Washinga-owning beauty queens at
ton he has "no doubt" that
weekly carnivals than in
his telephone is b ei n g
steering the ship of state.
tapped by the FBI and DiThe government's reform- 'rector J. Edgar
Hoover
minded members believe the 'should. resign. Hoover
deonly solution to the impasse is
nies any tapping of telefor Pastrana to bypass phones of any
legislators
congress by declaring a state of
siege to decree economic and
social measures. Pastrana
already has announced a state
of siege to deal with public
disorders. Neither measure is
uncommon in Colombia, where
most presidents in the past
have been forced to use these
methods.

1969
Good
2156.

A-1 E
4-spe
cultis
cord
Tayle

PAN AMERICAN REPORT

Colombia on the brink
of a military takeover

SPEC
and
753-4

1.4

Wide leg style in 100% Nylon, Pastel colors for
Spring. Perfect for
wear right now!

lag

'

Home
Low
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porch
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certifie
Poodles
Setters,
crimple
Phone 7
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get the job done

ENTS
rOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE OR TRADE

SPECIAL SALE: Toy Pekingese WOULD LIKE to trade or sell 83
and Toy Poodle Puppies. Phone acre farm, 7'02 miles East of
753-4469 after 7:00 p.m.
Al2C Murray on Irvin Cobb Road, and
about 3 or 4 miles from Kentucky
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12X64 Lake. The farts is bordered on
the North by a creek. Another
Good condition. Phone 4892156.
TFC creek crosses the farm North and
South. There is an excellent
building site with a good well and
A-1 EXTRA nice Red Belly ford
everlasting spring. Will sell farm
4-speed tractor, plow, disc,
for ;185.00 an acre or will trade
cultivator. can be seen on Confor property in Murray. Phone
cord Highway at John F.
753-4953,
Al4C
Taylor's. Phone 753-5109. Al2P
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
THE PLACE to buy those good
Norge and Gibson appliances, no FRAME HOUSE on South 11th,
lig sale, just low prices every fenced in back yard, garage,,
clay. Rowland Refrigeration electric heat, air conditioner,
carpet, drapes. Price reduced to
Sales and Service, 110 South 12th
$11,500. Phone 753-4448.
Al2C
l4reet.
May6C

ERICAPO

FOR RENT
12 RUG AND Frigidaire stove
good condition. Phone 753TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment. Central heat and air,ceramic tile bath, completely
carpeted. Stove and refrigerator
AST SET with 4 chairs, furnished. $130.00 per month.
iicellent condition. 753-1288.Al2C
Al4C
Phone 753-7850.

FOR SALE

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED-GOOD
used
mimeograph machine. Write
Frank Gonzales, Box 305, Calvert
City Ky.,42029.
A13P

FOR SALE
HIM FORD Cr 850 135 Wheel Base CDC
with VS CI engine 477
1000 x 20 12 ply tires with 8 mud & snow
on rear with 7.5 rims.
10 speed R. T. 910 transmission
(Fuller Road Ranger)
Holand sliding 5th wheel
1-50 gallon & 1-30 gallon saddle tanks
Power Steering
34000 -lb. Eaton rear axle (twin screws)
5000 -lb. front springs
Low Mileage . . purchased locally

USED TRAILERS, also used airconditioners or what have you.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court after 4:00p.m.
A14C
AN,1' TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have fort
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Col
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
NOTICE
NOTICE
Regardless of the
reason people drink
alcoholic beverages,
the only reason a
person becomes an
ALCOHOLIC IS by
drinking ALCOHOLIC
beverages.
VOTE NO-VOTE DRY
April 29
Murray-Calloway
County Dry League
paid political advertisement)

CALL . . .

KLAPP ROOFING CO., Inc
Mayfield, Kentucky
Phone (Area Code 502) 247-3816
or 502 247-5502

KHE SANH PULLOUT-U.S. soldiers dismantle sections of a runway at Khe Sanh
airstrip as troops begin pullout from,the South Vietnamese base, launching place
for the Laos incursion. The airstrip is of metal sections.

Postal
Truck Fleet
WASHINGTON - The

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

2 Enthusiasm
3 Note of scale

AUTOS FOR SALE
1 Doctrine
4 Intertwine
SERVICES OFFERED
Post Office Department op' CHEROKEE aluminum TWO BEDROOM furnished
4 Parent (coltoq.) 5 Residue
erates a fleet of nearly 70,6
Fastened
with
6
Breed of dog
fishing boat and trailor, 18 h.p. apartment.
airCarport,
REFINISHING. DON'T JUST Buy A Car. Buy A
ribbon
7 Beverage
000 trucks in addition to
evinrude motor Phone 435-5842 conditioned, washers and dryers FURNITURE
Cushions
11
8
Custom
All work guaranteed. Free Chevy! 1971 Impala
many other types of vehicles.
Al2C
Latin
13 Crick beetle
after 5:00p.m.
available. Zimmerman Apart- pickup and delivery. Free Coupe with air, power steering
19
2 con
symiubnocittioor;
15 Note of scale
Phone
Sandy
waste
Street.
16
Escorted
10
ments, South 16th
estimate. Antique or natural and brakes. As low as ;3716.16.
BOY'S SUITS 3-6. Girls clothing,
18 Spanish for
A13NC finish. Jerry McCoy,753753-6609.
Taylor
Chevrolet
Inc.,
ruthenium
Dwain
Women's size 10. Clamp-on
19 Artificial
14 Part of step
'VkQ. IC South 12th Street, across from
3045.
language
boat seats,T. V.$35.00.75317 God of love
J.
by
and
see;
Jeff's.
Come
21
German
title
Uncle
for
FEET,
suitable
SQUARE
1200
Al2C
8731.
20 Spoken
22 Petitions
Mac
Jenkins
or
Charles
alterations
Nix,
H.
office or business. Will divide and FOR ALL your home
23 Above
24 Unit of
24 Chine* mile
38
Al4C
Italian
decorate to suit tenant. Ample repairs, remodeling, etc. new or Fitts.
"Better understanding" is at 7 p.m., the festival is open to
currency (pl.)
25 Ancient Greek
39
parking. Call Ken-Bar Resort, old. Free estimates. Call 75326 Dirt
district
emphasized
by
foriegn
students
no
admission
41
the
public
at
1925
. . .it's at
mnc
i usical
t if it's*S
28 Prefix: before
May 6C 1967 LASABRE Buick. Phone 753A17C 6123.
362-4283.
27 Dregs
at
Murray
State
University
as
the
charge.
Country
of
29
LEACH'S MUSK & TV
A13C
30
n Period
rio
s of time '443
4
4516 after 5:00 p.m.
Europe
primary motive for the second Peter Hay of Australia, a
Now in the Dixieland
31 Sow
46
RESPONSIBLE BOY will mow
duplex
bedroom
annual
International
TWO
Festival
on
will
serve
as
master
35
Malign
LARGE
sophomore,
Initials
of
26th
33
Shopping Center
on South side of town. 1968 CAMARO SS 350. Excellent the campus April 24.
yards
President
Masculine
48
37
unfurnished
or
of cerrnonies for the talent show. 34 F.,
- Phone-753-7575
I apartment,
condition. Phone 753-8394. A13P
Representing 26 countries Awards will be presented to
Piper
se measure
furnished. Also one bedroom Phone Steve Meadows,753A13NC
Al2C 3376.
around the globe, students in- exhibit and talent winners as 40
38 C°mPass Ppent
trailer. Phone 489-2595.
WANTED
HELP
Seasoning
mount
&&
clm TRACTOR.
volved in planning the colorful judged by a fivemernber panel. 42 wand
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
Mower, grader blade, plow,
NOTICE
program of exhibits and talent Exhibits will include a variety 45 Number
us completely cover 'your home
cultivators, harrows. Phone 753believe understanding is the of costurnes, jewelry, tapestries, 47 Foray
, with Reynolds weather tight
A20C wassantLessSIOLS93:1400Oas
9 Ce
Torille
ttdiry plant
4
50
3970.
foundation for respect among handicrafts, pictures, posters
Also
we
do
siding.
aluminum
distribute door to different nationalities.
To
and other articles of interest'-s2 Tidy
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
970 YAMAHA, 200 cs3c. 1,650
Ahmad Allameh of Iran, a 0 m foreign countries.
- 54 Teutonic deity
nationally
a
time to
door.
shutters
doors,
windows
&
Storm
Printer's
miles. Phone 753-6667 after 5:00
graduate student who is festival Dr. Standford Hendrickson, 55 ineasu
re
estimates.
Free
advertised
carports.
and
product.
Al2P
p.m.
chairman, said the festival professor of geography at 56 Sifted
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser-,,
sponsored by the International Murray State, is the foreign 59 Greek letter
, 489-2427 or
vice, Route 1, Kir
tiP
Students Association is designed student advisor on the campus. 61 Reireat.
12 CALVES FOR sale. Ready for
Sedalia3Z8-839C
M14C
63 Encomiums
pasture. Phone Barney Herndon,
Must have car, neat in to provide a cultural exchange There are 89 students from 65
One who avoids
A13P
company of
that will enable people of foreign countries attending
Tri City, 382-2489.
INCOME TAX preperation, appearance and over 18
others
different nationalities to know classes at the university during 66 A continent
reasonable rates. No over head.
each other better.
401 Maple St.
the spring semester.
753-3642
(abbr)
Apply to Mr. Nelke,
AVOCADO GREEN Sears
Farm and small business, $10.00.
lobby of Ghassan Halasa of Jordan is 67 Poem
Include
exhibits
in
the
phone
Kenmore Washer and dryer, t .
information
For further
Tuesday, 11:00 a.m.
the University School from 2 to president of the International
DOWN
1TC
antique trunk, yellow formal,size
437-4662.
6:30p.m. and a talent show in the Students Association on the
HELP
WANTED
at the
13. Phone 753-7906.
A14C
1 Suffix
Mar by United
'AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
adherent of
Ryder Rental Truck, University auditorium beginning campus.
TRUCK
DRIVERS
each.
Rebuilt,
;40
compressors.
7x16 CAMPER Trailer. Real
Bel
Air
(Straight or Semi)
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans,
sharp. $700.00. Grove Heights,
Shopping Center
M155 HELEN 54lEETSTOILY TOUCHED
8%155 HELEN NUEETSIORY, AUTHOR
May 1P
Route 3, Murray.
Irvin Cobb Road,753-1915. A14P
TH15 ENVELOPE WITH HER HANDS!
OF 'THE 5IX 6044NV-ti/VNME5 AND
Experience helpful but not
THIS 15 IVO MUCH!
THEIR LAATEQ BED""
C.B. RADIO and antenna. Phone necessary. Can earn extremely
ANSWERED MY FAN LET!
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
high
pay
after
short
training,
for
753-2237.
.
ITC
local and over-the-road hauling.
CASE 530 Tractor, 3 bottom plow, Write: NATION WIDE SEMI
TERMITES
SP1011113
disc, and cultivator. Phone 753- DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
Eat Your Home
Are Poison
1218.
Al4P N.E.,Lexington, Kentucky 40505
Al4C
or call 606-299-6912.
U
FULL SIZE bed, mattress and NIGHT WATCHMAN wanted.
VI 101 11.1
4....
;Kings. Good condition, good
Apply in person to Boones
A14C
firice. Phone 753-7632.
ROACHES
Laundry and Dry Cleaners, 1605
I
',X .,;/ //////...Y/ilP 27.1
Carry Germs
THIS IS THE lr..1,RST
A14C
Main Street.
FOR LONGER wear keep carTIME I'VE. BEEN
I
I
, HANDWRITING
pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent
STUMPED
1 ' /
EXPERT%
BE A MONEY maker as well as a
4_74
electric shampooer ;1. Western
home maker. Earn up to $3.00 per
Auto, "Home of The Wishing
HAVE YOUR
as a Vanda Beauty CounAl4C hour
Well."
7
HANDWRITING
753-1711.
delor. Phone
Al4C

Better Understanding Is
International Fest Theme

r
9

08

I

$1

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

OMO MOM0 000M
OMU 0000 IMMO
ORM 0000WRORO
UMOOR 0030
MR MOO MOON
0311 MOM ODOM
00 EMU 030 00
BOUM OMR MHO
DMRO MMO OM
00M0 OUR=
OBOOMMOMO One
GIORM MOM MMM
0000 0600 DOM
More painful
Glossy paint
Bound

51 Facial
expression
Tissue
Anger
Note of scale
Employ
Preposition
Proceed

53
57
Moldedsyrn
for iron 58
symbol
60
rinter's
Pmeasure
62
Small valleys
641

MEN or WOMEN

okimr

No Selling!

Aughes Paint
Store

A

•

IMIMMIEF

Nancy

atch
d solids
ig
nent
s wide

CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
barn construction, utility poles LADY WANTED to do light house
and boat docks. Murray Lumber work and stay with 6 and 13 year
old girls four or five days weekly..
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
Ky.
1TC If interested call Linda Emerson
Al2C
7534275.

TER
S with
vertised

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

ati nce.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 4 36-5332

4

I

fyil .1

/

hi /1 17;.64

i
I

I

1
1

1
I

I

I

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

100 S.

yd.

ir

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
NOTICE
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer ELECTROLUX SALES & Serand
Al7C %fit*, Box 213, Murray, K.C. M.
$1. Big K
*Sanders, phone 382-2468, ranAprill2C
mington, Kentucky.
PRICE MOBILE
13th Street
Murray, Ky.
HUNTINGDON TERMITE
HOME CENTER
Day or Nite
753-3914
Phone
local
our
Control. Call
Homes froth
representative, day or night, for
Nome Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
free estimate. Mrs. Keys Keel,
Low as '195' Down
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Al3C
753-4872.
il V. 1, 641 S Phone 753-3640
Member Chamber of Commerce
NlurraN., K).
Next to
BOAT AND Mobile Home In1101irla, Inn
surance Low rates, broad
overage, excellent claim. serksk about our rental
FOR LEASE
FOR SALE OR RENT
vice. Check with us before you
lLase plan, up to 10 yr buy.
, •Galloway, Insurance & Real .76 AIR CURED tobacco base. FOR SALE or Rent: Restaurant
Phone 753-5965 after 4:9
building at 903 Depot .Street
Estate Agency
HERDS OF Chinchilla from
A13P
Al2P Phone 753-7482.
Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C p.m.
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish,
NOTICE
NOTICE
Setters, birds. 12 aquariums,
complete with fish, (cheap).
Apri122C
Phone 753-1862.

oiorful
0 cotton.

ANALYZED

Protect Your Home!

•

a/.

The Colonials

_r

DOC,
I-SCCANT
COWKI!
TO SLAM

1.11 Abnivr
LONG AS 414 KEEP
FEED414'EM TO L.11.
ABNER,NEU.
STAY FAT-AN'
1111.3.1.
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MARRIED!!
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Mrs. Jones
Dies Sunday
Mrs. Sallie Jones was claimed
by death Sunday at 9:15 p.m. at
the Highland Rest Home in
Princeton. She was 84 years of
age.
The deceased was a member of
the Beech Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church near Lynn
Grove. She was born in Graves
County on January 19, 1887, and
was the daughter of the late Dick
Murdock and Molly West Murdock.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Johnnie Cherry of Highland
Park, Mich.; two sons, William
Jones of Houston, Texas, and
Ralph Jones of Hopkinsville ; one
grandson; one great grandson.
Funeral services will be held at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home on
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
Burial will be in the Beech
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Quotes
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COINS COUNT

Medal, book
honor Indians

By PAUL J. WEIS
Copley News Service
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Butterworth Rites
Held Here Sunday

Seen & Heard . . .
((ontinued From Page One)
green buds and the Redwood too.

The funeral for Mrs. Vernon
(Clara Butterworth was held
Sunday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Hollis Miller
officiating.
Pallbearers were Kenton
Miller, Lennis Hale, Newton
Outland, Eugene Tarry, Bab
Cone, and Bill Pritchard. Burial
was in the Murray Memorial
Gardens with the arrangements
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Butterworth, age 61, died
Saturday at 6:40 a.m. at her
home on Murray Route Seven.
She was a member of the
University Church of Christ.
She is survived by her husband,
Vernon; parents, Dr. and Mrs.
J.V. Stark of Kirksey; daughter,
Mrs. Swann Parks, and two
grandchildren, Greg and Gina
Parks,Clinton,Iowa; sister, Mrs.
Steve Wrather of Washington, D.
C.; brother, Dr. Ray Stark of
Memphis, Tenn.

We are hoping the Tulip Poplar
will bloom this year.
The Buckeyes are in full leaf and
the Chestnuts budding.'The White
Fringe Tree should bloom this
Spring and the Sweet Gum appears in good shape.

Un

The Golden Chain trees, only
about six inches high seems
about ready to take off. We've got
to get one of them over to Clyde
Steele since these two trees came
from the tree he planted in the
court yard several years ago.

Inis,

The Maple in the front yard, five
years old, has grown and is now
over four inches thick at the base.
The Viburnum Mariesi, a low
bush right now, made the winter
fine and should grow well this
summer to come into its own next
year.

Mrs. Lois Cope
Dies, Hospital

Call
mar
mur
pops
.4 p(
rate
of 2.
38.9;
for a
for E

Violets are coming up all over the
back yard in thick clusters and
the Blue Bell is shining.

silver, the Supai Falls. The
Newly elected officers et the Andliary to
Me Kentucky Optometric Association are from left:
inscription is the legend "Land
Mrs. Dorothy Byrn, Murray,lad Vice
President; Mrs. Helen Heltaky, Hopkinsville, lit Vice'
of the Blue-Green Water." The
From The
President, Mrs. Georgia Barton, Middlesboro,
Deep within the heart of the
President, Mrs. Mollie Watkins, Lexington, Imword "Pesasita" is the Supai
mediate Past President; Mrs. Shirley Allen,
Grand Canyon lies a gorge translation for "piece of
Cambellsville, 3rd Vice President; and Mrs. Marilyn Hickory buds are getting that
Mrs. Lois E. Cope,60 of Hardin, Avery, Bowling Green, Chairwoman,
which' is the home of one of silver."
Volunteers for Vision. The Installation took place at the 69th fluorescent quality and they
died at 8:15 a.m. Saturday at the 4nnual Kentucky Optometric Association
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